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ABSTRACT

Complex systems such as NPPs involve a large number of Human Interactions (His) in every phase of
plant operations. Human Reliability Analysis (HRA) in the context of a PSA, attempts to model the His and
evaluate/predict their impact on safety and reliability using human error / human reliability data. A large
number of HRA techniques have been developed for modelling and integrating His into PSA but there is a
significant lack of HRA data. In the face of insufficient data, human reliability analysts have had to resort
to expert judgement methods in order to extend the insufficient data sets. In this situation, the generation of
data from plant operating experience assumes importance. The development of a HRA data bank for
Indian nuclear power plants was therefore initiated as part of the programme of work on HRA. Later, with
the establishment of the Coordinated Research Programme (CRP) on Collection of Human Reliability Data
and Use in PSA by IAEA in 1994-95, the development was carried out under the aegis of the IAEA
Research Contract No. 8239/RB.

The work described in this report covers the activities of development of a data taxonomy and a Human
Error Reporting Form (HERF) based on it, data structuring, review and analysis of plant event reports,
collection of data on human errors, analysis of the data and calculation of Human Error Probabilities
(HEPs).

Analysis of plant operating experience does yield a good amount of qualitative data but obtaining
quantitative data on human reliability in the form of HEPs is seen to be more difficult. The difficulties
have been highlighted and some ways to bring about improvements in the data situation have been
discussed. The implementation of a data system for HRA is described and useful features that can be
incorporated in future systems are also discussed.
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COLLECTION AND CLASSIFICATION OF HUMAN ERROR AND HUMAN RELIABILITY DATA FROM
INDIAN NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS FOR USE IN PSA

1. INTRODUCTION

Human Performance and Human Reliability play an important role in nuclear power plant (NPP) safety. Experience
shows that human error is a contributing factor in many of the incidents/accidents that have occurred in NPPs the world over.
However, it also shows that human performance can have a positive effect by way of preventing an event or mitigating its
consequences. The incidents/accidents that have so far occurred have served to identify many kinds of human error. Detailed
information on human errors in respect of their mechanisms and causes is essential for improvement of operational safety in
NPPs.

It is also important to consider human interactions and human failures in PSA studies so that the human contribution
to risk is taken into account. The human contribution to overall risk can be quite significant.

On a world-wide basis the percentage of major NPP accidents which have been identified as being due to human error
(i.e. the root cause of the event is a human error) is estimated to be in the range of 40-50% [1]. In the Indian context, unit trip
analysis studies carried out for Indian NPPs indicated that around 10% of the trips were due to human error and a detailed
review of the abnormal events in one Indian NPP showed, that in about 6-8% of the unusual/abnormal incidents and trips,
human error was a 'direct cause' [2] However, a review and assessment of the Safety Related Unusual Occurrences in Indian
NPPs in a single year, indicated that while human factors as observed causes of IRS incidents was around 14% the figure for
human factors as root causes was significantly higher at 65%. The root causes identified included errors in/due to design,
installation procedure, operator error-behavioral/cognitive and error causes related to management, workplan, inspection,
maintenance, testing and training [3].

The Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) say that the
number of Licensee Event Reports (LERs) in which personnel error/procedure deficiency is indicated to be a cause is close to
50%. The number increases to 65% when loss of system safety functions are analysed [4].

Whatever the estimates may be, the need for a careful study and understanding of human error and remedial actions is
clearly indicated. Further, while a number of Human Reliability Analyses (HRA) techniques have been developed for
integrating human interactions and human failures into PSA, they usually suffer from a lack of quality data on human
errors/failures. While data collection schemes for component and equipmenl/system failures are well organised and quite well
implemented, such schemes for human errors/failures are by and large inadequate. There is a great need therefore for well
organised and structured human error classification and data collection schemes. It is for this reason that a programme for
systematic collection and classification of human error and human reliability data and development of a HRA databank for
Indian NPPs was initiated as a part of the work on HRA. Later, with the establishment of the CRP on Collection and
Classification of Human Reliability Data and Use in PSAs by IAEA in late 1994, tJhe work is being done under the aegis of and
with support under the IAEA Coordinated Research Programme.

2. OBJECTIVES OF HUMAN ERROR CLASSIFICATION AND DATA COLLECTION

The first step in a human error classification and data collection effort would be to explicitly set forth the main
objectives in mind. In the present case, the objectives are as follows:

i) Deriving information on the causes of human error/human error related events and analysing the underlying mechanisms
behind different kinds of human errors. Human errors can occur during operation (pre-incident and post-incident) or in the
course of maintenance/test activities.

ii) As far as possible to identify and analyse "near-miss" events where an error was made but detected and corrected before
undesirable consequences could occur. This would help in understanding the process underlying the occurrence of an error.

Hi) Providing operating experience feedback on human performance problems in order to prevent a recurrence of the same
kind of human error, by instituting appropriate measures. This would contribute to the improvement of operational safety and
possibly aid in improving plant performance and availability. In this regard, different kinds of information are called for e.g.
improvements to a specific plant would require information about human errors in that plant.



iv) Providing data on human errors (both qualitative and quantitative) for incident analyses and assessment of human reliability
in PSA studies. In a PSA, information is required on the number of errors or failures, number of opportunities for error and
also the characteristics of the plant.

3. CLASSIFICATION OF HUMAN ERRORS - DEVELOPMENT OF A TAXONOMY

There is at present no consensus among analysts on the classification of human error. This situation contributes to
considerable variability in not only the collection of data but also the modelling of human error. The classification of human
error has to give due consideration to a number of factors. These include (i) Objectives of data collection and the end user
requirements, (ii) Behavioral and Situational Influences - Human errors observed may be due to complex nature of the work
environment and not due to the internal mechanisms of the concerned individual, (iii) Cognitive Aspects - Human
behaviour/failure classification is to be preferably based on a stimulus - cognition- response model that operators actually use
in responding to unusual occurrences in the plant, (iv) Characteristics of a human error versus those of a human failure. The
distinction between a human error and a human failure is that human failure is system failure attributed to the actions/inactions
of one or more individuals, whereas human error is attributed solely to the intrinsic mechanisms of an individual. In general,
in high risk technologies e.g. nuclear power plants, human errors constitute less than 50% of the human failures. (5|

3.1 Human Error Taxonomies

The development of taxonomies to describe human performance and human failures/errors seems to be a never-
ending activity among human factors specialists and HRA practitioners. The classification of human error and the organisation
and structure of a taxonomy depend both on the intended use and the characteristic features of the work situation. Further, to
correctly estimate the frequency of inappropriate human actions, cases of intrinsic human variability and spontaneous human
errors are to be distinguished from the natural human responses to external events or changes in the work situation. A simple
classification in terms of omission, commission and timing error is not enough. Instead, a more fundamental understanding of
human error/failure needs to be incorporated into the classification scheme. With such a taxonomy, a total description of
human interactions can be delineated. Event reports are a valuable source of data, but it is necessary to use a taxonomy which
ensures that adequate details are recorded of the circumstances prevailing in the plant, both before and after the occurrence of
the human error/failure and their relation to the tasks being carried out at that time. The methodology used for collecting data
is closely linked not only to the purpose of data collection but also to the taxonomy used.

For successful data collection

(i) The reporting procedure should be simple and not require any uncommon insight into human factors and

(ii) The information reported should be comprehensive, sufficiently detailed and unambiguous with respect to its intended use.

Success in data collection can be achieved on the basis of an iterative approach involving experience with practical
event reporting and use of information collected for the intended purpose as feedback to effect changes in both reporting
scheme and taxonomy.

The taxonomy used must support not only the collection of qualitative information on human error events but also
information necessary for deriving human error rates. The elements of information needed for quantification of human
reliability are to be incorporated into the taxonomy. While taxonomies have been developed that do satisfy this requirement
all the information needed for quantification of human reliability is often not available or collected together in a databank.

3.2 Taxonomy for Data Collection in Indian NPPs

In the context of Indian NPPs, a scheme for classifying human errors was worked out taking into consideration the
factors discussed earlier. The taxonomy takes into account the following.

(i) There are two main categories of error, mistakes and slips. A mistake is an error in the established course of action i.e. what
is intended to be done. A wrong intent can originate from incorrect diagnosis, incorrect decision or incorrect planning, e.g. in
timing an action. A slip or lapse is an error of execution, which occurs for example when a diagnosis is correct but the action
is wrong.



(ii) The effect a human error has on the system i.e. the "external malfunction" is described as error of omission, error of
commission, or a timing error. This kind of information is quite readily found in all reporting systems and is required in HRA
modelling. HRA modelling however must also consider those kinds of errors involved in decision-making processes. Hence
the taxonomy must consider information related to error detection, interpretation and diagnosis, decision, response/action and
communication i.e. basically information related to the "internal malfunction" involved.

(iii) In human error taxonomies," external malfunction" is sometimes referred to as "error type" and "internal malfunction" as
"error mode". The reason for error (or what brought about the error) is referred to as "error cause". Further, in a human error
taxonomy it is also necessary to include Performance Shaping Factors (PSFs) which determine or influence the manner in
which a human perceives, thinks about and responds to input stimuli. It is the PSFs which cause a human in a system to
perform reliably or make errors. In addition to PSFs, information is also required on the presence or absence of Recovery
Factors (RFs) such as error alarming, regular/periodic supervisory checks and tests. Information feedback to an operator plays
a vital role in error recovery.

(iv) The taxonomy developed should preferably employ terms that are readily comprehended and applied.

An outline of the human error taxonomy worked out is given in Appendix-1.

4. HUMAN ERROR AND HUMAN RELIABILITY DATABASES

There have been a number of efforts over the last two and a half decades to generate human error and human
reliability databases. But, as of now there is no single source of quality data for HRA. In other words there is no
comprehensive compendium of human reliability data. For building such a compendium of human reliability data, it is
necessary to first understand the diverse nature of human response/action following an event and then develop a precise
definition of the reasons for the actions. The different reasons are to be collected and analysed and elements of commonality
identified. A classification system is then to be determined that covers and describes all types of behaviour and depicts all
types of errors. The collection and classification of human error data can begin when the classification system is in place. The
logistics of creating a compendium that is comprehensive is quite involved. Also, a definitive account of human behaviour is
often difficult to give and therefore makes £uch an effort difficult in practice. Partial human reliability databases are however
possible and a number of such databases have been created[6].

For the database to be more useful for HRA, the type and level of information needed for HEP data are to be clearly
delineated. It is necessary to record errors from:

(i) all emergency and stressful operations in the plant.

(ii) all routine maintenance, calibration and periodic test tasks, shutdown and startup tests

(iii) Some selected control room tasks on a short term basis in order lo collect data for use in calibration of simulator data

(iv) tasks in a simulator facility

Further, in order to identify the likely causes of errors as well as factors contributing to error, it is necessary to collect
data from multiple objective and subjective sources. This will result in.data that has been corroborated. However, for any
successful data collection, a non-punitive atmosphere is required to be established.

Available human error databanks are either too general to be of use on a wide scale or have specific characteristics
which are difficult to generalise. They also allow extrapolation, interpolation or calibration only as specified by the operators
of the databank. The main problem with available databanks is that they either contain highly simplified information or
extremely complex information. Some of the well-known databanks will be briefly discussed later.

To establish a human reliability/human performance databank, the following steps need to be taken

(i) Development of a programme for die collection of human reliability/human performance data relating to NPP
operations

(ii) Specification of methods for collecting, recording encoding and retrieving data,
(iii) Conducting trial runs to establish the correct operation of the programme,
(iv) Working out the implementation and management of the programme for the long term.



4.1 Military Experience and the TllERP Handbook

The first data sets developed in the sixties reflected the prevalent interest in MMIs as applied to Military Systems. In
the seventies, the nuclear industry sought to introduce quantitative estimates of human performance into Safety Analyses and
Expert Judgement was used to extrapolate Military Experience to NPP operation. This resulted in the Technique for Human
Error Rate Prediction (THERP) Handbook - a codification of the extrapolation. In WASH 1400, system failure models were
built down to the component level and generic events were then modelled to account for human induced failure modes. HRA
was considered as an adjunct to PSA. A behaviouristic view of HRA with emphasis on the mechanical facets of human
response/performance was adopted. Only the consequences of human error were taken into account without considering the
reasons for and details of underlying mechanisms of human errors. The Handbook is a prime source of tables of HEPs along
with models for modifying the data on the basis of Performance Shaping Factors (PSFs) which depend on the situation under
consideration. There is title explicit analysis of cognitive processes in THERP and the evaluation of post diagnosis high level
decision making errors is not allowed. It is also not sensitive to many possible PSFs. The THERP method relies on the
Handbook for quantification of human reliability. The set of tables in the Handbook, with its underlying taxonomy implicit in
the search scheme that is outlined, is most widely used in HRA.

4.2 NUCLARR

Nuclear computerised Library for Assessing Reactor Reliability (NUCLARR) [7| is essentially a PC based Risk
Analysis software package, data manual and users guide, developed by NRC to support safety analysis of NPP operations. The
database contains some 2500 data points. Half of these are human failure rates and half are electrical and mechanical
component failure rates. In addition to raw data values, information regarding data references/sources is also included so that
users can query the database to determine its applicability to a specific situation. PSFs are also stored. The type of plant, a
brief description of the error and a list of source documents are included. For human failure rates, the data sources are plant
specific PRAs, databases for individual plants, scientific reports and engineering and simulator studies.

HEP data for components are given along with relevant details such as operator (e.g. Auxiliary, Control Room,
Maintenance Technician). Action performed (e.g. opens/closes) and Error Type (Error of Omission and Error of commission).
Mean HEP valves along with Error factor (EF) and Upper and Lower Confidence Bounds (UCB, LCB) are also given. The
mean HEPs are assumed to be.lognormally distributed. Decision based errors are coded as errors of commission. Information
on decision based errors is contained in comment fields of individual HEP data records. To properly interpret the data and
make decisions on aggregation, individual data records are first accessed in order to detennine the circumstances surrounding
failure e.g. plant conditions, training, crew experience, interface, procedure quality, type of task dependency and degree of
stress at the time of error occurrence. A specific set of data records can be located; its values aggregated and even a graph of
data produced.

Human failure rates associated with plant systems are also included. Data given for each system includes operator,
action, mean HEP, UCB, LCB and error type. As an extension, HEP values for decision based errors are identified using
SLIM/INTENT methodologies [8,9]. Further, a selected set of data records can be combined to produce a single aggregated
data value (i.e. a single data point estimate and distribution limits displayed as UCB and LCB) Aggregated values are useful in
Risk Assessment when no original data are available that fit the application. Only top level or a screening value is needed for
a particular analysis and many source data points apply to the solution being modelled

Although NUCLARR is used as a repository by HRA practitioners, its use is limited to what data exists HRA data
are still sparse and limited by the expert judgement methods used. Sources represented in NUCLARR include Micro
Maintenance Personnel Performance Simulation (MICRO MAPPS) data, HCR data, simulator data, ASEP and SHARP
screening value estimates and THERP and SLIM data. A major drawback of NUCLARJR is its rather restricted availability

4.3 Other Databases

a. Simulator Data

Data of direct applicability can be generated from simulators. By simulating incident/accident scenarios and
analysing the run data, both qualitative and quantitative information useful for HRA can be collected. NRC's Safety Related
Operator Action Program had the objective of developing a database of operator performance. The Operator Reliability



Experiments (ORE) project of ERPI was designed to validate and modify the Human Cognitive Reliability (HCR) Correlation.
Crew performance data was collected from six full scope power plant simulators. 117 human interactions were observed in (he
43 accident sequences simulated. 1100 data points were accumulated which can be used as a generic database. The data also
resulted in the HCR/ORE correlation which calculates the probability of operator non-response for selected control room
actions. The data collection and analysis process was computerised using a PC based system, named OPERAS for Operator
Reliability Assessment System.

In OPERAS, there is a major advantage that important PSFs are implicitly contained and realistic insights are gained
into the plant/system. EdF(Electricite de France) developed a database called CONFUCIUS. The database which collects
information on the nature expression and consequences of human errors is useful to PSA analysts who can retrieve reports on
operator behaviour in accident scenarios. Analysis of errors is done at the qualitative level.

NUS Corporation and EPRJ have developed a time response database through simulator runs. A form of the time
reliability curve (TRC) referred to as the Human Cognitive Reliability (HCR) Correlation provides a tool for assessing the
probability of control roo;n crews taking appropriate actions using Emergency Operating Procedures.

Simulator data collection situation can be improved by focusing on a more complete taxonomy of errors including
decision based errors, considering circumstances and violations of procedures (both administrative and operating) and gaiiung
insight into predominant behavioral mechanisms by presenting crews with a wider spectrum of errors during simulator runs.

b. Data from NPP Operating Experience

While there is no HRA database with data extracted from operating experience in Nuclear Power Plants, there have
been efforts made in that direction. Hardly have any HEPs been recorded, although WASH 1400 analysis did use some data
collected by UKAEA. There is hardly any operating experience based data tliat is considered suitable for quantifying human
reliability in post accident human interactions. The tables in Swain's Handbook have themselves originated from actuarial
data but not from operating experience of NPPs.

Licensee Events Reports (LERs) do contain a formal record of errors but no probability data. Data from plant
operations can also be obtained from operation logs, maintenance test and surveillance records and plant modification records,
[n some cases HEP can be calculated provided it is known how often a (ask is performed. This is the unrecovered error
probability for the unknown number of times tliat an error is made that docs not result in a reportablc event i.e. error is
recovered from before consequences occur. There have been several recorded attempts of data collection from LERs.
Electricite de France in cooperation with INPO carried oul a Human Error Data Collection and Analysis Program covering
five umls in tliree NPPs. The goal was to collect data pertaining to all human failures i.e. those which liad or could have had
an adverse effect on NPP system/equipment. The data collected pertained to:

- incidents with consequences already analysed.
- incidents without consequences because the errors/failures were corrected in time
- off normal conditions of equipment which could initiate an event if the said equipment were to be
called upon to operate.

Thus, data collection considers not only incidents which have occurred but also "near misses" or "near accidents".
All human interactions which indirectly lead or could lead a system beyond functional limits are considered. All information
describing the work situation just before, during and after the event is collected for each of the human actions. Information is
collected at two levels using standard questionaires. One is completed by the author/detector of the failure and the other by the
designated collector. Wlule the first covers primary information on the event (such as date and time of occurrence and
discovery, plant status, personnel involved, altitudes towards the task and personnel characteristics, the second covers
supplementary or complementary information (such as mechanisms of failure, task characteristics failure causes and training)

Two essential requirements that are to be fulfilled are:

(i) all relevant information is to be collected, and
(ii) reliable assignment of root cause is to be made

A structured data collection scheme is Human Performance Evaluation System (HPES) used by INPO. The scheme
attempts to provide guidance to ensure an improved level of completeness. In the INPO scheme consistency of data collected
for each incident is sought to be achieved through standard forms. Data collection schemes tend to concentrate on collecting
statistical information. If however the data collection were to be driven by a model of human performance, a more directed
data collection supporting the assignment of cause to the error would result.



c. Interpreted Data

It is desirable to develop a human reliability database with hard i.e. real data. Raw performance data can be converted
to useful information using expert judgement. Swain's Handbook is in fact the most credible set of expert judgements
particularly for manipulative and procedural actions. More than one expert judgement technique should be used so that
convergence of data can be assessed. Non-convergent data can be taken as best estimate data. Data are selected for use
according to a predetermined set of attributes and failure information is derived. Judgement is also involved in fitting the data
to distributions and determining statistical parameters. The result is referred to as "Interpreted Data".

Several taxonomy driven expert judgement techniques have been developed. One commonly used technique is
Success Liklihood Index Methodology (SLIM). The basic rationale underlying SLIM is that the liklihood of an error occurring
in a particular situation depends on the combined effect of a relatively small set of PSFs.

5. DATA COLLECTION IN INDIAN NPPs

5.1 Data for Plant Improvements and PSA

For improvements to the operation of any plant, data on the human errors that have occurred in that plant would be
needed. Nuclear power plant operating experience provides useful human performance/human error data and plant event
reports are a good source of this data. Also for quantification of human reliability both the number of failures/errors of a given
type and the number of opportunities for error are required. Quantitative estimates of human reliability are not as easily and as
readily available as quantitative component reliability data.

The Safety Review Committee for Operating Plants (SARCOP) of AERB independently analyses unusual
occurrences in Power Stations/Projects, Industrial Units and Research Centres. A compilation of unusual occurrences
containing details of events is produced every quarter.

Reports like UORs and SRUORs provide insight into plant operating experience and can serve as a good source of
information on human performance in NPP operation.

Two kinds of data collection are needed for PSAs. These are :

(i) for replacing Handbook data with plant specific data in HRA and
(ii) experiential /empirical data to replace or modify theoretical HRA models or reliability evaluation
techniques.

Even when there is more than one source of data and also a reasonable amount of data, its applicability to a specific
plant may be limited because of the plant's characteristic operating philosophy and operating environment. At certain nodes in
the fault/event trees only plant specific data may need to be used. PSA has to be necessarily backed up by systematic data
collection and analysis.

5.2 Reporting of Events in Indian NPPs

In Indian NPPs, plant event reports are of two main kinds, Unusual Occurrence Reports (UORs) and Safety Related
Unusual Occurrence Reports (SRUORs) Supplementary information may also be available in In-service-Inspection Reports,
Technical Bulletins and Operating Memos. Further, the Atomic Energy Regulatory Board (AERB) independently reviews
SRUORs generated by operating plants. The review is conducted on the lines of the IAEA Incident Reporting System (IRS).
SRUORs are screened using the IRS Coding Manual. A coded watchlist is prepared for each SRUOR and the data is fed to a
computer and processed. A detailed review and assessment of the data is carried out and the data is then compiled plant-wise
for easy feedback.

India is a participant in the IAEA - INES program which is used to communicate to the public the safety significance
of events reported in India NPPs. An Event Reporting Form is completed for each event with the event categorised into the
appropriate level.



Unii Trip Analysis reports are also prepared. Outages in NPPs are grouped on a system wise as well as root cause
basis. Cause categories including human error are considered. An in-depth analysis is carried out for all unplanned trips and
the number of forced outages in each group is evaluated.

5.3 Use of Plant Event Reports as a source of Human Error and Human Reliability Data.

While event reports (Unusual Occurrence Reports - UORs - SRUORs) are quite useful for a general identification of
the source of the problem, they are limited by the fact that the details of the process by which a human error occurred are rarely
recorded. In studying event reports it is found that one often does not come to know what observations were made and what
alternative courses of action were considered prior to error. Some reporting systems e.g. the U.S. NRC's Licensee Event
Reports (LERs) go on to provide a large well documented database which can be used for investigating the correlations
between data and arriving at useful hypotheses.

To study human error in depth, a substantial amount of information about the processes leading to error is needed.
This information should preferably include time records of monitored/displayed variables and human actions performed. To
aid the interpretation of this objective data, additional subjective data (e.g. skill of the operator, frequency of task performance)
will also be required. Discussions and interviews with plant personnel can aid the acquisition of the latter information. Plant
event reports, in general, do not contain this kind of information. Some practical problems with plant event reports and some
limitations of plant event data are listed below.

(i) Reports tend to contain varying amounts of event data. While in some reports the data is clear and detailed, in
others it is not

(ii) Reports are usually not prepared for near miss' events or adverse trends (accident precursors). They only contain
data on incidents that have actually occurred. Errors which were made, but recovered from, may never get
reported.

(iii) Reports may at times only describe the events but not give information or go into their causal aspects, i.e. the how
and why of the events may not be discussed.

(iv) Reporters in general are reluctant to assign responsibility for poor human performance and tend to hold back such
relevant information for fear of reprisal.

(v) At times, a report may not contain the true account of the error as it actually occurred, because of a possible
attempt to rationalise the occurrence and/or assign responsibility.

(vi) There is generally no data available for unusual events such as LOCAs.

5.4 Data and Data Collection for HRA- Some Problems

(i) Data Problems

There are problems with data for Human Reliability Analysis. There is the problem of specificity of data. Data is
required for the HRA of different plants. There is therefore a need for plant specific data or data that is sensitive to differences
between plants. This is only possible if data has been collected from different plants and then compared. The application of
data that is specific to one plant, to.the HRA for another may be incorrect as the dominant PSFs present in a given plant
scenario may not have been present in the scenario considered for derivation of data. Therefore the HEPs may have
considerable uncertainty in respect of their accuracy, in addition to the statistical uncertainty arising on account of the data
generation process itself. Data from one plant therefore needs to be used with extreme caution in the analysis of another plant

Systems for the collection of data from operating plants (operating experience) in general provide information on the
external manifestation of error or External Error Mode (or EEM) For example, data can be in the form of "... switch was
operated instead of switch". However, for the correct application/use of such data, it is essential to understand the internal
mechanisms behind the error. Otherwise errors having external similarity but different internal mechanisms can get



clubbed/grouped together and error reduction measures which really have to be different will be indicated to be identical. In
short, information of the kind throwing light on the applicable Psychological Error Mechanisms (PEMs) is of great importance.

(ii) Problems in HRA Data Collection

Plant event reports while being a good source of data, need to be clear and detailed for useful data collection covering
aspects such as operator deviations in the execution of procedures and any uncertainties encountered in event diagnosis. Often,
situations from which a safety recovery was effected do not get reported. So too is the case with near-miss incident/accident
precursor events.

Further, while event reports do describe what happened and when, there is a lack of emphasis on human
performance/non-performance arising from a natural reluctance to assign responsibility for the human error and a tendency to
withhold information for fear of punishment.

To generate quantitative data on human reliability (required for HRA) it is necessary to estimate the number of
opportunities for error, in addition to gathering information on the number of times any given human error has occurred. The
opportunity for error can be estimated however only for periodic or regular tasks.

In the context of operating experience data, the possibility of analysing and collecting data on operator response to
unusual events such as LOCAs is rather small. Simulators are good tools to make use of in this situation but there is a need to
contend with the problems of employing limited simulator runs and of correlating human performance on the simulator to that
in the actual control room.

Hardly any concerted efforts have been made to assess the effects of PSFs in operations. Simulators are valuable
tools for such an assessment too.

Human Reliability Assessment techniques involving subjective estimation provide an alternative to data collection
and analysis. In the absence of data from actual operating experience one needs to resort to such methods in order to generate
HEPs. Most involve complex methods of estimation but yield acceptable data.

Subjective estimation techniques providing estimates of human error have received considerable attention from the
nuclear industry. The results are however not validated and the applicability, suitability and ease of use of these methods
vary. Human reliability assessment techniques have been incorporated into many NPP PSAs but these have not to any
significant degree addressed the difficult aspect of assessing errors in operator diagnosis and decision making. The paucity of
data and appropriate assessment techniques makes this unlikely in the short term.

The lack of validated human error data is a barrier in assessing the impact of human performance on NPP risk. None
of the human reliability assessment techniques correct this shortcoming but some include in their modelling an insight into
human error mechanisms which would be of use in human reliability quantification as well as in design and operation.

The primary problem for HRA is the dearth of error velative frequencies for process tasks. Even when quality data (in
the form of error relative frequencies) is available, these data usually need to be extrapolated (i.e. generalised) to situations
other than those in which the data were obtained. Errors in generalising data form one situation to another increase
significantly with increasing differences in PSFs. Even for identical tasks there can be substantial differences in PSFs. An
understanding of the PSFs is very important because of their criticaliry in affecting personnel behaviour related to safety. The
development of a taxonomy and database is very useful in the context of data collection for HRA. Such a database would aid
the identification understanding and classification of PSFs and support the organisation and manipulation of PSF information.

S.5 Methodology of Collection of Data from Indian NPPs and the Collection and Analysis of Data

i) Development of a Human Error Taxonomy for Indian NPPs :

A broad outline of the Human Error Taxonomy used in data collection from Indian NPPs is given in Appendix - 1.
The taxonomy covers Human Error Categories, Human Error Modes (External and Internal), Human Error Mechanisms
(Psychological Error Mechanisms or PEMs) and Human Error Causes. The taxonomy developed uses terms that are readily
comprehended and is organised in a manner simple enough to aid its application in data collection. A somewhat finer
categorisation has been detailed in the IAEA Working Material documents 110,11,12], Further, while developing a
comprehensive database for HRA, a wide range of examples of system and human malfunctions is to be created so that the
human reliability analysts can draw more useful conclusions in respect of a given plant



categorisation has been detailed in the IAEA Working Material documents [10,11,12]. Further, while developing a
comprehensive database for HRA, a wide range of examples of system and human malfunctions is to be created so that the
human reliability analysts can draw more useful conclusions in respect of a given plant.

ii) Human Error Reporting Form (HERF) for Data Collection - Details of Structure and Verification of its Adequacy.

A Human Error Reporting form was developed for systematically collecting data on human error/human performance
from plant event reports. The HERF in its present version is being used only by HRA researchers participating in the data
collection program. Guidelines were also prepared for streamlining the use of the form. The form incorporates the Human
Error Taxonomy that is outlined in Appendix - 1.

Structure of the Form

The HERF covers all details pertaining to human reliability in respect of each identified human error/human error
related event to be documented. It aids in maintaining quality and consistency of data. One of the main aims of data collection
and analysis using the HERF is to arrive at measures for preventing the recurrence of human error. The HERF therefore
employs a combination of free text descriptions and coded format entries to record data in a simple format. The HERF when
filled and completed for an event, contains both factual (objective) and subjective information. The latter is the outcome of the
reporters interpretation of the error/event. The interpretation is invariably influenced by factors such as

- inability to recall important facts over a period of time.

- lack of understanding of causal factors and human behaviour

- unwillingness to accept responsibility, and

- holding back key information for fear of being penalised.

A sample HERF (along with the set of associated code lists) is given in Appendix - 2 The form consists of three
main sections.

- Problem Description
- Human Error Data
- Human Error Analysis

The tliree sections are briefly described below

Problem Description

The problem description part covers the following items of information.

- a free text description of the problem including the sequence of event steps.

- details of personnel involved in the event and their contribution.

- number of hours the personnel (operators or maintenance staff) involved in the event have already been
working at the time of occurrence of the event.

- date and time of occurrence of the event.

- number of times the same error event has occurred in the plant.

- status (operating, startup, shutdown) prior to and after the event.

Human Error Data

This part of the form is used to record information on the following.



Type, mode and cause of human error. Type of recovery (if any) effected. If the error is revealed, it
can be corrected and the HEP reduced.

Human Error Analysis

This section considers estimation of Human Error Probability (HEP) for the human error under consideration, wherever such a
calculation is possible.

Actual HEP = Basic HEP X PSFs X RF

where: Basic HEP (i.e. the probability of human error for the task considered as an isolated activity/entity) is modified
or weighted by the Performance Shaping Factors (PSFs) and the Recovery Factor (RF). The PSF multiplier would depend on
the values assigned to applicable PSFs (external and internal to the human operator) and stressors. The RF multiplier takes
into account a recovery (if any) effected by the operator on detection of error, by way of suitably reducing the Basic HEP.

Verification of Adequacy of the Form

The initial version of the HERF was subjected to an interative process of application to data collection and
modification for improvement at two operating NPPs. Some case studies were carried out for human error events that had
actually occurred in the plants. Data collection was based on reports of events but information contained therein was
supplemented by discussions with and clarifications from plant staff. The case studies served to check that the form was
adequate for the purpose of collecting human error data from NPP operating experience

iii) Analysis of Plant Events and Filling HERFs

The main sources of information on human error are the plant event reports available as Unusual Occurrence Reports
(UORs) and Safety Related Unusual Occurrence Reports (SRUORs). UORs/SRUORs are prepared for all unusual occurrences
in the plant. These unusual occurrences are ascribed to one or more causes. For two operating plants, the UORs/SRUORs
pertaining to the entire period of operation from commissioning onwards, were studied and those cases were sorted out where
inadequate human performance was clearly the cause of the error event or human involvement contributed in some way to the
error event. Events involving unavailability of a system/component, usually attributed to system/component failure, were
sometimes found to liave been actually caused by human error in a prior maintenance/testing activity.

The reports pertaining to human error/human error related events were studied and analysed in detail. The events
were discussed with plant personnel and other knowledgeable engineers in order to acquire relevant supplementary information
(eg the limitations due to ergonomic design of the workplace, workload and environmental factors) or obtain clarification on
how the event occurred. The analysis which began with the plant event reports thus moved backwards until explanations were
found and details of circumstances under which the events took place could be established. However, in some of the cases
adequate details could not be gathered. Such cases generally pertained to events which had occurred some ten to fifteen years
ago. HERFs were filled for all the human error/human error related events identified and analysed. The information that is
entered into the HERF will depend on the interpretation of the analysts (i.e. the individuals involved in the data collection
program) which in turn depends on the information gathered during discussions with plant personnel. For systematic data
collection, the team of analysts should preferably include a HRA specialist and a plant coordinator. A plant coordinator can
provide valuable support in the identification of the root cause of the event by timely questioning of personnel involved in its
occurrence. He can also collect valuable information on the PSFs which influence human performance. PSFs largely
determine whether the level of performance will be higlily reliable, highly unreliable or somewhere in between. PSFs include
factors such as workstation design, task complexity, level of training, operator experience, frequency of performance of a task,
cognitive demands on an operator and stress levels experienced. The task of a plant coordinator can be aided by the use of a
structured questionnaire. If an analysis can be done soon after the event, some of the biases that can be expected to occur some
considerable time after the event can be avoided.

In the first phase of the programme, over sixty forms were filled and data was collected from the operating experience
in two IPHWR stations.

The plant event reports (UORs and SRUORs) constitute a record of malfunctions/errors leading to reportable events
Significant events include trips, degradation of components, systems or functions and release of radioactivity leading to
contamination. The completed HERFs are being used in the development of a human error and human reliability database.
Events due to error in different phases (e.g. operation, shutdown, etc.) are considered. The shutdown phase, during which
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maintenance, repair and test activities are carried out, with more personnel present and involved, is particularly important in
HRA

Utility of Data

Event reports and the database generated from them can be used to determine the impact of human errors on
reliability availability and safety. Potential problem areas may be identified and then prioritised for a more detailed study. The
investigation of events leading to identification of root causes, and determining whether they are of generic concern is of great
importance. Generic human performance problems are of serious concern. Quantitative data on human error/human reliability
is needed in HRA, without which PSA remains incomplete.

iv) Review of Information Contained in HERFs and Tabulation of Data

The information contained in the HERFs was reviewed. Salient information in respect of the human errors was
oraganiscd in tabular form wider appropriate headings such as plant and unit number, operating status (prior to and post event),
event description, date and time of occurrence of the event, type, mode and cause of error and reference document
(UOR/SRUOR) number. The tabulation was done as a primary step in the creation of a human error database, for HRA in
Indian NPPS.

v) Analysis of Data Collected from the Plants

Data Collected and recorded on Human Error Reporting Forms (HERFs) were analysed with respect to the following
aspects.

* Categorisation of Errors

Errors are categorised into tliree groups, errors in maintenance, errors in operation and errors in testing.

* Error Type

The type of error indicates the external error mode or EEM Errors are divided into errors of omission and errors of
commission of different kinds, after being first demarcated into the three categories indicated below

Errors of Maintenance
Errors of Operation
Errors of Testing

* Error Mode

Error mode is representative of the internal failure which occurred. It is also referred to as Psychological Error
Mechanism (PEM). Determining the PEMs, which were responsible for an error is not an easy task particularly when analysis
is being done a considerable time after the event.

* Error Cause

The PSFs which caused or were instrumental in causing the error are covered, in the HERF, under "Cause of Error",
Causes are identified for all three categories of error.

* Effect of the Error on Plant State

All errors (already grouped into three categories) are further divided into errors occurring while the plant was
operating and those occurring in piant shutdown state. Errors which occur while the plant was operating are further divided
into two:

- Errors leading to shutdown or (rip

- Errors for which the plant survives and continues to operate
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* Systennvise Categorisation of Errors
i

Errors in the three categories (maintenance, operation and testing) are further grouped on a systems basis. The main
systems considered in classification are Primary Heat Transport System, Moderator System, Secondary System, Reactor
Regulating System, Reactor Protection System, Fuelling Machine System, Shutdown Cooling System, Turbine Generator and
Electrical System and Reactor Building Isolation System.

* Distribution of Errors with respect to Locations of Activities (leading to error)

Errors are grouped with respect to location. Locations considered include Control Room, Turbine Building. Reactor
Building, Reactor Building Shutdown Accessible Area, Service Building Motor Control Centre, Switchgear Area, Battery
Room and Switchyard.

* Errors related to Shift and Time of Occurrence in the Shift

Errors are grouped on a shiftwise basis and also on the basis of time in the shift (the first two hours, the middle four
hour or the last two hours) of eight hours.

* Kinds of Errors with respect to Activity (Maintenance, Operation and Testing)

An overview study of the actual errors that have occurred in the IPHWR stations studies was carried out.

vi) Results of Analysis of Human Error Data Collected from the two IPHWR Stations

A total of over sixty human error/human error related events were identified for investigation and analysis in two
IPHWR stations. The number of error events in the two stations were very nearly equal. The events themselves were
identified by carrying out a review of plant event reports covering a period of ten years or so for each of the stations. The
analyses include a comparative study of the two stations. The aspects considered in the study are:

* Percentage Distribution of Errors and Error Types

The percentage distribution of errors and error types in maintenance, operation and testing activities are given in
Table -1 . The percentagewise distribution for all errors taken together in terms of omission and commission is given in Table -
II.

* Error Modes

The error mode, signifying the internal failure mechanism or PEM is difficult to determine in many cases. The error
modes that have been observed in the two IPHWR stations are given in Table - HI.

* Error Causes

The causes of errors as observed in the study of two IPHWRs are given in Table - IV The causes are indicative of the
main PSFs influencing the error events. Procedures were found to play a major role in error events and were the causes of
many of the errors. The breakup of the different procedure-linked errors is given in Table-V

* Effect on Plant State

As a result of a human error the state of the unit can undergo a change. Analysis in respect of the effect of error on
plant state is presented in Table - VI.

* Systemwise Distribution of Errors

The systemwise distribution of human errors that have occurred during the various activities in the plant are given in
Table - VII.

* Locationwise Distribution of Errors

Activities are carried out at very many locations in the plant and human errors occur while performing them.
Locationwise distribution of errors is given in Table-VIII.
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* Tune of occurrence in the shift and concerned shift

There are three round the check shifts in IPHWRs with the actual shift time dependent on where the plant is localed.
Each shift is considered to be divided into three parts; the first of two hours, the second of four hours (the middle four hours)
and the third of two hours. Errors are analysed with respect to their time of occurrence in the shift. The results of this analysis
are given in Table IX and X.

Some Salient Observations:

The two IPHWRs are designated as IPHWR 1 and IPHWR 2.

* In IPHWRl maintenance errors that occurred in the morning shift very nearly equalled those in the afternoon shift. The
errors were somewhat less in the night shift. In IPHWR 2 the maintenance errors in the three shifts were equal.

*In IPHWR 1 operation errors were a maximum in the morning shift, less in the night shift but least in the afternoon shift. The
same pattern was observed in IPHWR2. {'

•Testing errors in IPHWR 1 were observed to be a maximum in the middle four hours of the morning shift. In 1PHWR 2 the
number of errors in testing in the morning shift was equal to that in the afternoon shift. There was no error in testing in the
night shift.

*In IPHWR 1, the maximum number of errors (29.5% of the total) occurred in the middle hours of the morning shift. In
IPHWR 2, the maximum (18%) occurred in the middle four hours of the morning and night shifts.

*ln IPHWR 1, 86% of the errors that occurred in startup/operation (accounting for 71% of the total of all errors) led to
shutdown/trip of the unit. In IPHWR 2, the same was lower at 44% (amounting to 73% of the total of all errors) In IPHWR 1
the maximum number of trips (44% of all trips due to human errors) occurred in the nightshirt. In the moming and afternoon
shifts, the number of trips caused by human error were equal at 28% of the total trips due to human error. More trips occurred
in the middle four hours. The maximum number of trips (57% of all trips due to human error) in IPHWR 2 occurred in the
morning shift, with half of these occurring in the middle hours. Further, in the same plant about 28% of all trips due to human
error occurred in the night shift.
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Comparative Summary:

A comparative summary in column form is given below.

IPHWR 1

Errors in maintenance were marginally more than
errors in operation. Errors were least in testing
activities.

Omission errors accounted for 25% of all errors
and commission errors for 75%

The main forms of commission error were
inappropriate/improper action, transposition and
incorrect observation or observation not made.

Internal failure mechanisms encountered included
failures related to observation, interpretation,
communication and carelessness. Attentional
failure was also a Psychological Error Mechanism
(PEM) in some cases.

The main Performance Shaping Factors (PSFs) or
causes of error were related to procedure non-
compliance or content deficiency. Others were
improper action in operation, maintenance and
testing, inadequate supervision and work- station
design deficiencies.

Seventy percent of all errors occurred while the
unit was being started up or operating and the
remaining thirty percent while the unit was
shutdown. Of the former shutdown occurred in
more than four cases out of every five.

The majority of maitenance and testing errors
occurred while activities on Electrical Systems
were in progress. This was followed by errors in
PHT system maintenance and the operation of
Moderator Purification. Testing errors occurred
during tests in Electrical Systems.

IPHWR2

Errors in maintenance were considerably
(50%) more than errors in operation and few in
testing.

Omission errors accounted for nearly 20% and
commission errors for around 80% of all errors

Errors of commission included inappropriate
action, improper action and
transposition/delayed action.

Internal failure mechanisms included
attentional failure, misinterpretation,
lapse/oversight and carelessness.

The main Performance Shaping Factors
(PSFs) or causes of error were procedure
non- compliance or inadequate content
description, improper maintenance or
operation and complexity of work. Others were
slip or unintended action and workstation
design problems.

More than seventy percent of errors occurred
while the unit was in start up or operating
state. Under thirty percent of the errors
occurred when the unit was shutdown state. In
more than fifty percent of the former, the unit
survived the error and did not trip. In one case
setback took place.

The majority f errors in maintenance occurred
during activities on Moderator and PHT
systems. Operation errors took place primarily
during activities on PHT system and Reactor
Regulating System. Testing errors were
confined to Reactor Protection System.
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The maximum number of errors occurred during
activities in the Control Room, closely followed by
MCC. Switchgear Area and Battery Room and
then Reactor Building Shutdown Accessible Area.

The largest number of errors occurred in
Reactor Building Shutdown Accessible Area
and Control Room. Hardly any errors occurred
in other areas.

The largest number of trips due to human error
occurred in the night shift. This was followed by
trips in the morning and afternoon shifts, which
were equal in number. More trips occurred in the
middle four hours of each shift than in the first or
last two hours. This is probably on account of the
fact that fatigue increases from the beginning of a
shift reaching higher levels in the middle four
hours. Further, fatigue is probably greater in the
night shift than in the morning or afternoon shift.

The largest number of trips occurred in the
morning shift and least number in the
afternoon shift.

In only five instances was an error repeated,
indicating that countermeasures implemented to
prevent recurrence were effective. These
countermeasures included procedure revision,
hardware modifications and workstation design
improvements, closer inspection and more
thorough post maintenance check. Improved
supervision could help operators to quickly
recover from errors before they result in significant
consequences.

There were five instances of repeated error.
Out of these, one type of error had also
occurred in IPHWR1. The other four types
were unique to IPHWR2.

Procedures were a major factor and were the
cause of about forty percent of errors in
maintenance and operation. However, only
unintentional non-compliance was observed.

Procedures were a factor in thirty two percent
of the errors in maintenance and operation.

6. IAEA DATABASE ON HUMAN RELIABILITY - STRUCTURING OF DATA

The IAEA CRP on the Collection and Classification of Human Reliability Data and Use in PSAs was established
towards the end of 1994. A primary objective of the CRP was to develop a common database structure for human error/human
error related events in NPPs. It was fell lhat if information in databases that are independently developed by research groups in
different countries can be shared, a better understanding of human error modelling and human reliability quantification for
PSAs would result. For this purpose, there was a need to evolve a standard terminology for data reporting in order to exchange
data concerning error modes and mechanisms, PSFs and conditions under which actions are taken. The elucidation of various
taxonomies for the main data fields of a HRA database was carried out at the first Research Coordination Meeting (RCM) of
the CRP. The need for a classification system capable of describing all kinds of human behaviour and depicting all possible
types of errors in human interactions was emphasised. A generally accepted classification scheme could also provide a better
framework for structured data collection and classification.

A standard format has been proposed by IAEA for use in providing sufficient information for understanding the errors
addressed, the context of their occurrence, estimated HEP and data lineage. Specific fields are to be included to aid data search
and retrieval. Generic information relevant to a set of data may be included as supplementary data. For example, details on
operating practices, safety culture and environment could be included as supplementary data. Information on weighting factors
applied to PSFs when deriving HEPs from simulator runs could also be included.
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In the standard format suggested by IAEA there are some fifteen data fields. The data fields are:

Plant Identification

Plant States

Event and Task (Activity) Description

Human Interaction Type

Error Description

Equipment / Controls

Location (of Activity)

Performance Shaping Factors (PSFs)

External Error Mode (EEM)

Psychological Error Mechanisms (PEMs)

Data Origin

Nominal HEP

Model

Uncertainty Bounds (UCBs)

Reference Source and Data Pedigree

The fifteen data fields delineated above are detailed in Appendix - 3.

The structure detailed in the IAEA scheme, if implemented for data collection can result in a database that contains a
detailed account of both human behaviour and human error (inclusive of quantitative human reliability data) in respect of the
human error/human error related events. Such information would be extremely useful for HRA, but there is difficulty in
collecting information on all the data fields of the standard format from:

i) what is given in the event report supplemented by details gleaned during discussions with plant personnel.

ii) what is observed and recorded from a simulator run, supplemented by details gathered from the simulator crews, or

iii) the information and arguments presented by experts when expert judgement techniques are used.

An appraisal of the Human Error Reporting Form (HERF) reveals that while almost all the datafields in the IAEA
structure have been included, the taxonomies associated with some of the datafields have been considered only in a broad
sense. This lias been done in order lo keep the number of terms to a level understandable by plant personnel having different
backgrounds. The taxonomies, as exemplified by code lists forming pad of the HERF could be revised and brought in line
with the recommendations relevant to die Indian context wliich are expected to result in the course of the CRP.

The nomenclature used in the HERF differs in some respects from that used in the IAEA Working Material
Document. The term "ERROR TYPE' used in the HERF is designated External Error Mode (EEM), ERROR MODE' of
HERF finds a parallel in the term Psychological Error Mode (PEM) and the term ERROR CAUSE' essentially refers to the
PSFs appropriate to the situation under which the error event took place. The nomenclature used in the HERF may need to be
revised in the context of some of the IAEA recommendations.
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The data gathered from Indian PHWRs was earlier tabulated under eight headings. These were Unit, Operating Status
(prior to and post event) Event Description, Date and Time of Occurrence, Type, Mode and Cause of Error and Reference
Document (UOR/SRUOR) number. The same data was subsequently recast into a tabular format, which while not exactly
identical to the IAEA format draws upon it. The data fields used are:

i) Plant Identification

ii) Human Interaction Type

iii) Time, Plant State, Event and Task

iv) Error Description

v) Equipment / Controls

vi) Location and Activity

vii) Error Type (EEM)

viii) Error Mode (PEM)

ix) Error Cause (PSFs)

x) Data Origin

xi) Model, HEP and UCBs

xii) Reference Source and Data Pedigree

The terms Error Type, Error Mode and Error Cause used both in the HERF and our earlier format have been retained
along their corresponding equivalents (EEM, PEM and PSFs) from the IAEA format.

7. HRA DATABASE FOR PHWR - A CROSS SECTION OF DATA COLLECTED

Data was collected in respect of human error/human error related events that have occurred in two IPHWR power
plants. Data collected and entered into the HERFs have been tabulated as per a format designed on the basis of I he IAEA
format A cross section of the data pertaining to the two plants is presented in Table - 11. Data is also being collected for a
third IPHWR station.

8. IMPLEMENTING A DATA SYSTEM FOR HRA

A data system has to provide support for recording, retrieval and assessment of data in order to provide useful inputs
for HRA The system must:

i. incorporate effective information management

ii. include both data analysis and reporting facilities

iii. ensure quality, integrity and security of the data in the data system

iv. provide for easy updating of information.

To implement a comprehensive Data System and operate and maintain it, the following steps are to be carried out.

i. Plant event data collection

ii. Review and analysis of plant event data i.e. plant operating experience data.
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iii. Collection of data from other possible sources

iv. Verification of data

v. Organisation of the data in the Data System

In the initial stages, when the amount of data is not large, a hard copy or paper document approach could be adopted.
At tins stage it would be possible to try out new notions and experiment with the system, in respect of data fields, their
meanings, as well as the terms used to identify them. In due course, when a significant amount of data has been collected and
the spectrum as well as number of human interactions grow, there would be distinct advantages in going for a Computerised
Data System. Thus there are two kinds of Data Systems to be considered, viz., a Data Manual and a Computer Based Data
Management System. The two kinds of systems are discussed in the following sections.

8.1 Data Manual for HRA

The data manual is intended to serve the needs of assessors who have to hand calculate human reliabilities using HEP
data. The different aspects relevant to a data manual are discussed below.

a. Features and Organisation of a Data Manual

With a data manual, Human Reliability Analysts can review all available data. An introductory overview will first
discuss what data is contained in the Data Manual. It will then outline how users can identify and access data which will meet
their requirements, including the HEPs that are needed. The overview will also describe the taxonomy used for the data

The overview will be followed by the Data Tables and Statistical Percentage Data. Data from other accessible
sources can also be included.

When sufficient HEP data has been collected it could be organised in the form of matrices. The parameters used to
organise the data in the form of matrices could include human action, system on which activity is being carried out and type of
error (omission or commission) made by the human.

All sources of HEP data will be listed with relevant details. The HEP data would whenever possible be characterised
and qualified by such factors as may be relevant to the situation. Examples of such factors are Performance Shaping Factors
(PSFs), task performance lime, quality of procedures, whether (lie error is one of omission or commission and whether there
was any opportunity for recovery from error (i.e. whether recovery factors existed in the workplace)

As data collection is planned to be an on-going and continuous activity, new data is to be identified, processed and
entered into the data manual on a regular basis. It is to be ensured that all data entered into the system is of highest quality.
Stringent criteria need to be adhered to. A screening procedure may be used to allow only tenable quantitative data to be
included in the database. The review of data and data sources for suitability is to be done, preferably by a team that includes
operators, safely experts and HRA/PSA specialists. The criteria to qualify data for HRA may comprise the following.

i. A human action must be specified

ii. An equipment or system must be specified.

iii.The data must be quantitative in nature. The most preferable form would be a HEP with upper and lower confidence
bounds. However, data in the form of a median value or the number of errors of a given type divided by the number of
opportunities for error would be also acceptable.

The data included in the Data Manual should as far as possible be from the original source so that the genealogy of
the data can be clearly established. In case the data is from a second source and the original source document is not accessible,
the second source can be used but tlus is to be indicated. If in the document referred to, data from an original source have been
modified by expert judgement or other teclmiqu'es) ihe transformed data will, alter review, be entered into the Data Manual, as
it is, with appropriate remarks.
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b. Using the Data Manual

The procedure to be followed in using the Data Manual is to included in Ihe Data Manual. A step by step procedure
for locating requisite data for HRA is indicated below.

i. The first step is to establish HRA/PSA requirements. For HEP data requirements, the analyst has to specify the problem with
details of personnel (e.g. control room operator, area operator, maintenance technician, etc) and equipment/systems used
alongwith their HMi details.

ii. The analyst is then required to acquire an understanding of the data types available in the Data Manual and an idea of how
useful the data can be for his needs. This is to determine whether or not the Data Manual can fulfil the anlaysts needs.

iii. Following the above, the analyst has to determine, more precisely, the data needs and also whether these needs are met by
the HEP information included in the Data Manual.

iv. The analyst then reviews the data and obtains data points appropriate to the analysis being carried out.

v. It is possible that a group of HEPs may be acceptable. In that case, aggregation of the data is to be performed or an anchor
value selected, for e.g. data on HEP during a class IV power supply failure sequence for an IPHWR.

8.2 Computerised Data Bank:

When significant amounts of data have been collected there will be a real need for a computerised data management
system to process, store and retrieve HEP data in a ready to use form. There are distinct advantages in using a computerised
system. These are:

i. With online search and retrieval software available, the utility of the database is increased. Software for quick, efficient,
search, retrieval and sorting of data would be at the disposal of the assessor. Data search can be canied out in an interactive
mode.

ii. Software for converting human error data into HEP estimates with appropriate confidence bounds and error factors would be
included.

iii. A number of useful operations on data could be made available in a computer-based system. Any set of individual data
records can be located and their values aggregated together. It would be possible to produce a graph of the data. Data can be
readily copied to a file or even included in a report.

iv. In a computer-based system, it is possible to include sublevels or subfields of data whenever required. The subfields would
generally contain information that supplements a data field entry and can be readily accessed.

a. Considerations in the design of a Computer Based Data Management System:

Some important aspects to be taken into account in the design of a Computer Based Data Management System are
discussed below.

i. Data Entry Guidelines

As far as possible all data field entries are to be made and the data entered must be correct in all respects. Entry of
data into the system must be necessarily controlled and checks are to be made to ensure that the data entered is valid and
consistent throughout the database. Inconsistencies if any are to be indicated to the user.

ii. Nomenclature and Classification

In order to facilitate the search and make sure that the data is consistently presented in an unambiguous manner, a
standard nomenclature and classification of errors and PSFs are to be used. The taxonomy adopted should be followed
consistently.
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iii. Data Search and Location

The data fields are structured to aid the user in locating data appropriate to his needs, e.g. looking for human
interactions of type A. The user sorts through the data fields to locate data that meets his requirements. While a paper based
Data Manual has a set structure, a computer based system has in-built flexibility. The data fields can be sorted in any required
order specified by the user.

b. Using Database Management Software:

Implementation of a computerised database would be greatly facilitated by using Database Management System
(DBMS) software. A DBMS provides software tools (i.e. high-level development interfaces) to speedily develop screen
interfaces, e.g. menus and interactive forms. Such tools not only reduce repetitive coding but also enforce consistency in the
User Interface. DBMS software permits easier and faster, forms based interactive program development.

DBMS software also provides query tools which allow data to be accessed without emphasising the layout. Forms can
be generated and used for data entry. Query of data in the database, using a Query language to specify the fields of data that are
to be extracted, is integral to the DBMS software. The Query language normally used is SQL or Structured Query Language.
Being a non-procedural language there is no need to specify the method of access. SQL includes facilities for defining the data
structure and specifications of the data and also for adding, deleting and extracting data. Yet another facility usually provided
by a DBMS is report generation. With report generation software, quick generation of reports is possible.

The requirements of the Data System for HRA could all be fulfilled by appropriate DBMS software. Using a DBMS
package can facilitate and expedite the development of a computerised databank for HRA.

8.3 Tasks involved in the implementation of a Data System for HRA

A number of tasks are to be carried out in implementing a Data System for HRA. The tasks are outlined below,

i. Plant Event Data Collection

This has been carried out for two IPHWR twin unit stations. Data collection in respect of a third station is in
progress.

ii. Review and Analysis of Plant Operating Experience Data

The data collected in respect of human error/human error events in two twin unit IPHWR stations has been analysed
and tabulated. Statistical percentage data has also been derived. The two together constitute a compendium of human error
data from plant operating experience. The data compendium would also include HEPs where possible.

iii. Data from Other Sources

Efforts are being made to collect data from other sources. The emphasis is on gathering data that can be useful in
HRA/PSA of Indian PHWRs. Such data has to be necessarily supplemented with details of the context in/for which they have
been generated. One possible source being looked into is data generated for HRA/PSA of CANDU stations. The CANDU
reactor is sinular in design to the IPHWR. Appendix - 4 gives a short write-up on CANDU HRA data.

iv. Database Software

The ultimate objective is to establish a technical database consolidating the human error data gathered and aid the user
in identifying and locating data useful for HRA. Investigations are being carried out into Database Management Software
available on high end Intel Pentium based computer systems. The aim is to select a right mix of software tools for
development of a Computer Based Data System.

9. QUANTIFICATION OF HUMAN ERROR:

Human behaviour may exceed admissible limits because of task conditions, work situations or the presence of factors
which influence the normal psychological aptitudes of humans. In quantification, all factors influencing a human erroT must be
taken into account. Human error is quantified in terms of a Human Error Probability (HEP) which is defined as the ratio of the
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number of errors of a given type to the number of opportunities for the error during the period of observation under
consideration. However, there are difficulties in estimating both the numerator and denominator required in the calculation of
HEP. HEPs are mainly obtained through expert judgement techniques or modifications to existing HEPs as in THERP and
mathematical correlations based on laboratory experiments or simulator experience. The reason for these approaches is that
event frequency in operating plants is rather low and it becomes quite difficult to collect data from actual event occurrences.
There is thus a lack of quality data required for useful HRA. There are'other limitations in estimating HEPs from event data.
The numerator in the relation is often underestimated because not all errors lead to reportable events and recovered errors are
not reported at all. Techniques like THERP need to be validated if the data is to be confidently used in HRA. Attempts to do
so have been made but with varied results as the predictions vary by several degrees of magnitude. Some of the HEPs given in
the Handbook [13] after being suitably adjusted were found to have good correlation with results obtained from full scope
simulator exercises. Luckas [14] estimates that for each recorded error in the U.S. NRC Licensee Event Reports (LERs) there
are 5-7 unrecorded errors. In the Sandia National Laboratories/NRC simulator studies, one study showed that HEPs obtained
for rule based actions in simulated off normal events generally agreed within a factor of two with the Hand-book HEPs.
Further, for the denominator, often no estimate can be made and no HEP can therefore be calculated. It is however possible to
estimate the number of opportunities for human error (i.e. the denominator in the relation for HEP) for regular or periodic tasks
such as scheduled maintenance or test activities. HEPs estimated from human error event data may be in respect of errors
which involved the failure of recovery factors. In these cases the basic HEPs would be higher. A second study showed that
diagnosis time dependent curves obtained from simulator runs to be having the same shape as the nominal diagnosis curves
given in the handbook. This has to some extent demonstrated the validity of the method and its applications.

Around each estimated HEP there are uncertainty bounds (UCBs) which cover 90% variation in HEP about the
nominal HEP value. The uncertainty bounds account for individual differences and data and modelling uncertainties. As per
guidelines for HRA, where a log normal distribution is assumed for error probability, the lower UCB may be taken to be the
median HEP divided by the error factor (EF) and the upper UCB as the median HEP multiplied by the EF.

When quantitative data are meaningful only witliin their limits of validity, quantitative error prediction is possible
only for:

i. well-defined proceduralised task sequences familiar to humans.

ii. work situations for which PSFs and error recovery factors are known and the data can be calibrated.

Quantification of human error may not be necessary at all levels, as analyses of incidents with the consideration given
to human factors, allied with knowledge of human behaviour in operation of nuclear power plants, make it possible to prevent
human errors or limit their consequences. The quantification of human error however is always useful, whether for HRA in
PSA or in the design, operation and maintenance activities in a nuclear power plant.

9.1 Calculation of Human Error Probabj}jtiefj (H£P#) from Plant Event Data:

Estimating HEPs from human error event data gathered in operating plants is beset with problems. Events are
generally few and far between so that the number of times a human error of a given type has occurred in a plant may be rather
small. It may have never occurred at all. Also errors that occur but do not cause events usually go unreported. So is the case
with errors from which recovery is effected in time. In such situations the values of numerator and denominator used in the
calculation of HEP do not reflect the situation as it really is.

While the number of limes a human error of a given type has occurred can be readily found from plant event reports,
it is more difficult to estimate the number of opportunities for error. The number of opportunities for error in respect of those
errors made during regular or periodic tasks (e.g. scheduled maintenance or test activities) however, can in principle be
estimated quite correctly.

9.2 Calculation of HEPs from IPHWR Event Data:

Of the over sixty human error/human error related events in two twin unit IPHWR, in only nine cases had the same
type of human error occurred more than once. These nine cases were studied and it was found that for five of the nine cases it
would be possible to work out an estimate of the number of opportunities for the concerned error. Based on the relevant plant
operation data, supported by confirmatory discussions with plant personnel (in operations as well as maintenance) the number
of opportunities for error has been estimated. The five events along with salient details including HEPs are tabulated (Table
XII). The details of the events and the calculation of their HEPs are described in Appendix - 5.
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9.3 Remarks on the Quantification:

The HEPs calculated are only indicative and roughly accurate in so far as the order alone is concerned. Estimating
HEPs from plant event data is neither straightforward nor easy. HEPs can be calculated only if it is possible to estimate the
number of opportunities for error fairly correctly. Since the IPHWRs are few in number and have been successively put into
operation only over the last two decades or so, the figures for both numerator and denominator in the relation for HEP, both
tend to suffer from limitations of being rather small in value. Aggregating the human error data into generic error groups is
one way to overcome the limitations of using small values in the calculation of HEPs.

10. CONCLUDING REMARKS

An overview of the work carried out under the IAEA Research Contract No. 8239/RB has been presented along with
salient results. Although a good deal of effort has gone into integration of human interactions in PSA and evaluation of the
human contribution to risk, the data situation in HRA has not shown any great degree of improvement. Analysts have had to
resort to expert judgement techniques in order to extend the insufficient data set

The generation of data from plant operating experience therefore assumes importance. The focus of the work pursued
has been the collection of human error / human reliability data from Indian NPP operating experience in order to develop and
establish a databank for possible use in PSA of Indian NPPs.

While analysis of plant operating experience does yield a good amount of qualitative data, obtaining quantitative data
in the form of HEPs is a somewhat more difficult task. The difficulty is compounded because the number of IPHWR operating
years is not large, with the result that the number of errors of a given type as well as the number of opportunities for error are
quite small in value. The present HRA data situation calls for a diversity of efforts to bring about improvements. These would
include :

(i) Studying the quality of specific PSFs in Indian NPPs and developing plant specific modifiers for nominal HEPs;
both calculated and Handbook HEPs.

(ii) Reviewing ergonomics/human factors considerations and Instrumentation and Control System design in the context
of their influence on data and model concepts,

(iii) Developing guidelines for using data available from other sources.One source for IPHWRs, having considerable
potential is CANDU-HRA data. The work situation in CANDU plants could be compared with that in IPHWRs
and a set of adjustment factors could be worked out for using CANDU-HRA data in HRA for IPHWRs.

(iv) Comparing data from different plants, developing a method for using data pertaining to one plant (plant specific
data) in HRA for another plant and estimating the sensitivity of data to plant differences.

In respect of analysis of plant operating experience, it is useful to develop a system for effective and consistent
evaluation of plant event reports (for identification of root cause) and operating experience in normal / abnormal plant
operations, as well as simulator training. In HRA methodologies, development in the area of cognition and cognitive models
needs to be pursued with greater vigour.

There is also a need for greater effort in the development of computer based systems for HRA data. Features like a
facility for user self learning, interactive dialogue based data gathering and root cause assignment and open coding of data
need to be investigated for possible implementation in future systems. Other additions such as software for interactive dala
search, for converting human error data into HEP estimates with confidence bounds/error factors and also locating and
aggregating a set of individual data records would be useful in enhancing the capabilities of a computer based system.
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1.

2.

3.

4

5.

6.

7.

8.

ORGANISATION OF THE DATA MANUAL

INTRODUCTORY OVERVIEW

• Data Included
• Method for Identifying and assessing data that meet

the requirements i.e. the HEPs needed
• Data Taxonomy

DATA TABLES

DERIVED DATA

• Statistical Percentage Data

DATA FROM OTHER SOURCES

DATA MATRICES

Parameters:

• Human Action
• System / Equipment Error (Omission / Commission )

SOURCES OF HEP DATA

HEPs AND THEIR QUALIFYING PARAMETERS

• Performance Shaping Factors
• Task Performance Time
• Quality of Procedures
• Recovery Factors
• Ergonomic Factors of the HM1

SCREENING DATA FOR DATA ENTRY

• Screening by a team of operators, safety experts and PSA/HRA specialists
• Criteria for Data Entry

- Human Action specified
- Equipment / System specified
- Data to be quantitative
e.g. a median value

a ratio of the number of errors to the number of
opportunities for error

Figure - 1
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USING THE DATA MANUAL

Establish PSA /HRA Requirements

Establish HEP Data Requirements

. Ji
Obtain overview of data available in
the Data Manual / Assess its utility

li
Determine data needs precisely and
check whether the needs are met by

the HEPs in the Data Manual

•IJ.
Study the data. Are data points

appropriate to HRA found?

Is there any group of HEPs that
appears to be acceptable?

{}Yes
Perform aggregation or select anchor

value.

i ^ >

Yes

• >
No

Figure - 2

Consider

* Problem
* Personnel Involved
- Control Room operators
- Area / Field operators
- Maintenance
* Equipment / System in use

Proceed to use the data in HRA

Evolve an alternate strategy

-
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Table I
Percentage distribution of Errors and Error Types

Activity
Station
TOTAL

Maintenance
IPHWR1

47

ERROR TYPES I
Omission 33

IPHWR2
55

8

Operator
IPHWR1

38

25

IPHWR2
36

25

Testing
IPHWR1

15
IPHWR2

9

- 50

Commision

-Inappropriate
action

-Improper
action

-Improper
Reading

-Transposition
-Delayed
action

-Observation
-Others

67

33

27

7

-
-

-
-

92

50

25

-

-
-

-
17

75

33

8

-

17
-

17

75

25

12

-

38
-

-
-

100

60

-

-

40
-

-
-

50

-

-

-
-

-
-

Table II
Percentage wise distribution of Omission and Commission Errors

Error Types
Omission
Commission

IPHWR1
25
75

IPHWR2
18
82

Table III
Error Modes

Activity
Maintenance

Operation

Testing

IPHWR1
Wrong observation
Wrong Interpretation
Communication
Carelessness/Care not taken
Attentional Failure *
Wrong Observation
Wrong Detection
Wrong Interpretation

Attentional Failure
Wrong Interpretation

IPHWR2
Carelessness/Care not
taken* Lapse (Oversight)
Attentional Failure

Attentional Failure
Lapse
Wrong interpretation
Carelessness/Care not
taken
Attentional Failure

Predominant Error Mode
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Table IV
Error Causes

Activity

Maintenance

Operation

Testing

IPHWR1

Procedure not followed Inadequate
Supervision Improper Maintenance
Improper Execution of an action
Procedure content deficiency
(once) Improper Procedure
Complexity of work Slip

Procedure not followed*
Inadequate Supervision
Improper Operation
Workstation design

Improper testing/checking
Procedure content deficiency
Workstation design

IPHWR2

Procedure not followed
Inadequate Supervision
improper Maintenance
Improper Execution of an action
Procedure content deficiency
(once)

Procedure not followed*
Workstation design
Complexity of Work
Improper Operation(once)

Workstation design

Predominant Cause

Table V
Break up of Procedure Linked Errors

Overall Total
IPHWR1
40%

IPHWR2
32%

Percentage of errors in
(1) Maintenance
(2) Operations
(3) Testing

47%
42%
20%

25%
38%
-

Table VI
Distribution of Errors with respect to Plant State

Percentage errors in
Start up/Operation
Percentage of above leading to
Shutdown
Shutdown

IPHWR1
70% (M27, O27. T16)
86%

30%(M17, O13)

IPHWR2
73% (M32, O32, T9)
44%

27 %(M23, O4)

(M - Maintenance, O - Operation, T - Testing)
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TableVII
System wise Distribution of Errors

Percent Errors
System
(1) Electrical

System
(Including

Turbogenerator)

*

(2) Primary
Heat

Transport
system
Bleed

Condenser(BCD)
and BCD Control

*

(3) Moderator
and
Moderator
Purification

*

(4) Reactor
Regulating

Liquid poison
addition
system

*

(5) Reactor
Protection
System

*

(6) Others *

*

Activity
Maintenance

Operation

Testing
Total

Maintenance

Operation

Testing

Total

Maintenance

Operation

Testing
Total

Maintenance

Operation
Testing

Total

Maintenance

Operation
Testing
Total

Maintenance
Operation
Testing
Total

IPHWR1
36

8

60
29

22

17

-

16

_

25

-
10

14

8
-

10

-
20
3

29
42
20
32

IPHWR2
17

12

0
13

25

25

-

23

25

-

-
14

8

25
-

14

-
100
9

25
38
0
27

D2O Leak detection, Containment & Ventilation,
Adjuster Rod Cooling, Shutdown Cooling,
Instrument Air, Spent FueJ Inspection Bay,
Fuelling Machine, D2O addition,
Feed Water, Chemical Sampling System,
Channel Temperature Monitoring.
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Table VIII
Distribution of Errors with respect to Location

Location

Control room

Turbine Building

RB Shutdown
accessible
area

MCC/Switch gear,
Battery Room/
Switch yard

Reactor Building

Sevice Building

Other

Activity

Maintenance
Operation
Testing

* Total

Maintenance
Operation
Testing

* Total

Maintenance
Operation
Testing

* Total

Maintenance
Operation
Testing

* Total

Maintenance
Operation
Testing

" Total

Maintenance
Operation
Testing

* Total

* Total

Percent errors in
IPHWR1 IPHWR2

7
50

23

8
20
6

21
8

13

29
8

20
19

14
17
20
16

21
7

13

10

8
75

32

13

4

42

100
32

8
13

9

17

9

8

4

10
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Table IX
Percentage Distribution of Errors with respect to Shift Times

Period in a
shift
M1

first 2 hrs
M2

mid 4 hrs
M3

last 2 hrs
Total - a

A1
first 2 hrs

A2
mid 4 hrs

A3
last 2 hrs
Total - b

N1
first 2 hrs

N2
mid 4 hrs

N3
last 2 hrs
Total - c

Total
a+b+c

Errors in

Maintenance

IPHWR1

10

6.5

16.5

6.5

6.5

3

16

6.5

6.5

-

13

45.5

IPHWR2

4.5

9

4.5

18

9

4.5

4.5

18

9

9

-

18

54

Operation

IPHWR1

-

13

3

16

3

6.5

-

9.5

3

6.5

3

12.5

38

IPHWR2

9

4.5

4.5

18

-

-

4.5

4.5

4.5

9

-

13.5

36

Testing

IPHWR1

-

10

-

10

-

-

3

3

3

-

-

3

IPHWR2

-

4.5

4.5

4.5

-

4.5

-

4.5

-

9

M1, M2, M3- Morning
A1, A2, A3 - Afternoon
N1.N2, N3 - Night
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Table X
Summary of Percentage Distribution of Errors with respect to Shifts

Errors in

Maintenance

Operation

Testing

Total

IPHWR1

Shifts

M

16.5

16

10

42.5

A

16

9.5

3

28.5

N

13

12.5

3

28.5

Total

45.5

38

16

99.5

IPHWR2

Shifts

M

18

18

4.5

40.5

A

18

4.5

4.5

27

N

18

13.5

-

31.5

Total

54

36

9

99

M - Morning
A - Afternoon
N - Night
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TABLE XI

PLAKT
ID

IPHtt

«

IMS

IPKWR

IPHi

1PM

HI
T
If
P
E

A

B

B

A

A

B

TIKE, PLANT STATE, E M ,
TASK DESCRIPTIONS

0110 hrs.
Prior to Reactor start-up.
Checking of control circuit
of Botorised valve in Bleed
Condenser circuit.

1720 hrs.
Power Operation, for BFP
Changeover and paralleling
of S U M and SUT-2,6.6 KV
tie-breaker was opened.
Pre-operation check task.

1300 hrs.
Specific Conductivity of
Boiler 2,3,4 feed water went
beyond the tech. spec, limit
of 150 pihos/cm during Feed
water cheraical addition,

1118 hrs.
Power Operation.
Calandria Spray Flow Low
Alarn. Reactor Shutdown.

1015 hrs.
Reactor Shutdown, isolation
of air supply to an Emergency
Injection Kl for maintenance
was done. PUT Systea Storage
Tank level rose sharply and
dump tank sump level dropped
simultaneously.

0811 hrs.
Reactor Operating at 160 (We.
Biweekly Protective System
Testing. Channel VE' under
test.

ERROR DESCRIPTION

Hire disconnection done for Bleed
Condenser outlet II without establishing
alternate path using bypass MV/CV. Bleed
path got closed resulting in high PUT
system pressure trip. This resulted in
lifting of IRV and Bleed Condenser W .

6.6 KV tiebreaker was opened without
checking that disconnect switch was in
closed position. Class 111 buses D and E
lost supply. Unit tripped.

Inadvertent phosphate dosing of feed
water in place of hydrazine dosing.

HS of east adjustor rod cooling flow had
been inadvertently kept in closed
position.

Kaintenance people did not M o r a
control room operator. Partial opening
of valve due to improper mechanical
gagging caused sharp rise in storage
tank level and fall in duty tank suip
level.

Channel (f' pressure isolation valve was
inadvertently opened causing channel lF'
duap valves also to o p leading to
reactor trip.

EQUIPMENT
CONTROLS

Control
circuit
of HV

Class IV
Power
Supply

Phosphate
dosing
puap
controls
operated.

Adjustor
rod cool-
ing flow
controls.

Partial
opening
of an
Emergency
Injection

Protect-
ive
Syste
Instrume-
ntation
Test
Controls

LOCATION
ACTIVITY

RB shut-
down
accessible
area.
Control
Maintenance

Control
Roots.
Operation.

Turbine
Building.
Operation.

Control
ROOD.

RB shutdown
accessible
area.
Kaintenance

Control
Equipment
ton.

ERROR
TYPE
(EH)

Omission
Inappro-
priate
Action

Omission

Transpo-
sition
Slip

Omission
to
restore
HS

Omission
to
coaaini-
cate

Coraiss-
ion Error
Transpo-
sition.

ERROR
NODE
(PEN)

Atte-
ntio-
nal
fail-
ure

Dete-
ction

Inte-
rpre-
ta-
tion

ERSOR
CAUSE
(PSFs)

Procedure
not
followed

Procedure
not
followed

Work
Station
Design

Inadequa-
te
Supervi-
sion

Procedure
not
followed

Procedure
not
followed

DATA
ORIGIN

Plant
exper-
ience

Plant
exper-
ience

Plant
exper-
ience

Plant
exper-
ience

Plant
exper-
ience

Plant
exper-
ience

HOOEL
HEP
UCBs

HEP
can be
calcu-
lated
(Reg-
ular
Task)

REFERENCE
SOURCE
DATA
PEDIGREE

SRUOR

SRBOR

n

SRUOR

SRI1

sra
Has also
occurred
in the
other
unit
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TABLE XI (continued)

PLANT
10

[PHW

inn

IPHKR

\m

\m

ML

HI
T
Y
P
E

B

B

B

A

B

8

TIHE, PLANT STATE, EVENT,
TASK DESCRIPTIONS

1015 nrs.
Power operation. Painting of
ROM by contractor's staff.
Reactor Shutdown occurs.

OtfJ hrs.
Reactor in operation at W t
Activity of raising power.

0351 hrs.
Reactor in operation at 9 d e
Activity of charging resin
for noderator purification.

2220 hrs.
Reactor shutdown.
OjO Leak detection systes
alarsed.

2232 hrs.
Power Operation. Loss of LP
instrument air occurred due
to a wrong procedure followed
:or changeover of dryers. Gas
jalance valves opened partia-
lly. Calandria level dropped
causing rapid drop in reactor
lower leading to aisnatch of
turbine and reactor power.
ieactor tripped on low PUT
Systeu pressure.

2250 hrs.
Unit 2 Reactor operating at
reduced power. Unit 1 was
shutdown. SUT 1 was under
maintenance. SUT 2 m
supplying power to all loads.
Checking of protection circ-
uit of SUT 1 was in progress.

ERROR DESCRIPTION

Shorting of battery hank's bus bar
terminals by a seta] ladder being
carried by contractor's staff.

Boiler Delta T settings were low.
Setpoint was not raised before raising
power. Reactor tripped on high boiler
differential teaperature.

Slug of air entered the Mderator systea
causing pus? cavstation. Dusp tank suap
level low alara case in. Partial dutsping
took place. Reactor tripped on low
Prinary Heat Transport Pressure.

Conductivity eleaent in the purification
inlet had ejected out resulting in 0j0
leak. The element had been isproperly
installed during uintenance.

Loss of LP instrument air due to a wrong
procedure followed for dryer changeover.

In 250 V DC test, supply got inadverte-
ntly fed to busbar fault relay (jone B).
ihis tripped all the breakers and led to
Class IV power failure.

EQUIPHEHT
CONTROLS

Battery
Bank Ho.2

Reactor
Regulat-
ing
Systea.
(Delta T
Setpoint)

Moderator
Purifica-
tion and
Puip.

0^0 Leak
Detection
(Beetle)
Systea.

IP instr-
sent air
systu.

Class IV
'ower
Supply

I0CAT10N
ACTIVITY

Battery

,ta

Control
Room.

RB
accessible
area.

PHT
;urifica-
Juilding.
Operation.

Service
toilding.
Maintenance

lontrol
[quipeent
Root

ERROR
TYPE
m

Coniss-
ion Error
Inapprop-
riate
action

Oiission

Coniss-
ion Error
|Inappro-
jriate
action)

Coniss-
ion Error
laproper
action-
Installa-
:ion of
K probe.

w i s s -
ion Error
Inappro-
priate
Action)

Comiss-
lon Error
Inappro-
priate

action

ERRffi
KOOE
{PEN]

Care-
less-
ness

Obse-
rva-
tion

ERROR
CAUSE
(PSFs)

Inadequa-
te
Supervi-
sion

Procedure
not
followed

Inadequa-
te
Supervi-
sion

Improper
mainte-
nance

Procedure
content

Vocedure
content

DATA
ORIGIN

Plant
exper-
ience

Plant
exper-
ience

Plant
Exper-
ience

Plant
exper-
ience

Plant
exper-
ience

HODEL
HEP
UCBs

REFERENCE
SOURCE
DATA
PEDIGREE

SRUOR

SRUOR

SRUOR

SRUOR

SRUOR

SRUOR
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Error
Case

1

2

3

4,5

Error
Event

Error during
maintenance

Error in
operation

Error in
Testing

Error in
Testing

Error
Description

Spillage during the makeup of oil in
PHTS pump motor bearing causes
the mineral wool insulation
surrounding a pipeline to soak up
oil. It caught fire during operation
of the pump.

Moderator purification was not kept
continuously on during startup from
cold and the deuterium
concentration in the cover gas went
up above the technical specification
limit. Reactor had therefore to be
shutdown. The purification was
kept intermittently on to prevent
leaking out of boron at 0.1 % FP or
greater power level.

Unintentional isolation and
draining of a lube oil pressure
switch in TG system when the
intention was to carry out TG lube
oil pump autostart' test. The wrong
button was operated.

During biweekly reactor protection
system testing, inadvertent action
led to simultaneously open' state
of the moderator dump valves of
2/3 Reactor Protection System
channels, and consequent trip of the
unit.

Error Cause

Careless and
improperly
carried out
maintenance
(bearing oil
makeup)

Omission (to
keep moderator
purification
continuously on )
due to uncertainty
about the
consequences. A
faulty judgement.

Transposition or
slip due to
attentional failure
and factors
related to work
station design.

Transposition or
slip arising on
account of
attentional failure
and factors
related to work
station design.

No. of
times
error has
occurred

2 times (in
9 years)

2 times

2 times
(in the
station)

5 times
( twice in
IPHWR1
and thrice
in
IPHWR2)

No. of
Opportunities

1760
( as makeup is
done once a
month)

Estimate of the
number of
startups from cold
= 400

800
(the TG lube oil
pump autostart'
test is carried out
every week when
the units are
operating)

2000
( Test is carried
out once every
two weeks on all
3 channels in each
unit)

HEP

0.001

0.005

0.0025

0.0025

Table - XII: HEPs in Repeat Error Cases
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Appendix - 1

An Outline of the Human Error Taxonomy used for Data Collection using Human Error Reporting
Forms (HERFs)

A broad based outline of the Human Error Taxonomy being used for Data Collection for Indian PHWRs is given below.

1. Human Error Categories

There are two main categories of human error : Mistakes and Slips

(j) Mistakes - An error of intention

Examples:

- Incorrect action due to incorrect diagnosis

- Incorrect choice of procedure (an error in decision making)

- Incorrect planning (say an error in timing an action)

(ii) Slips/Lapses - An error in execution

Example:

- Correct diagnosis but wrong action

II Human Error Types - External Error Mode or Human Error in Action Response

(i) Error of Omission

Example:

- Omitting a whole task or a step in a task

(ii) Eiror of Commission

Examples:

- Incorrect performance of an action

- Performing an inappropriate action

- Transposition

- Advanced/Delayed action

- Error in selection of an action

- Error in sequencing the actions

- Error in communication of information
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(iii) Extraneous Acts

Example:

- Rule Violations

III Human Error Modes - Internal Error Mode or Error in Cognitive Response

Examples:

- Misdetection

- Misinterpretation

- Misdiagnosis

- Error in Decision Making

IV Human Error Mechanisms or Psychological Error Mechanisms (PEMs)

Errors occur on account of a wide variety of process or mechanisms which are internal to a human
operator and lead to an internal failure. These processes or mechanisms are referred to as Psychological Error
Mechanisms (PEMs).

Examples:

- Attentional Failure or Distraction

- Memory Failure

* Memory Lapse or Failure to Recall

* Inaccurate Recall (Mistake among alternatives)

- Misdiagnosis

* Miscuing

* Signal Discrimination Failure

- Misperception

- Misjudgement or Misinferencing

- Stereotype Takeover

* Assumptions

* Mindset

- Spatial Misorientation

- Indecision

* Lack of Knowledge

- Uncertainty
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Invoking a Shortcut

* Pressure of Time

Rule Violation

V Human Error Causes - These are the reasons for occurrence of an error and are
influenced by PSFs, Le. the human factors present in an operating environment
Error causes are generally connoted by PSFs.

Examples:

- Work/Task complexity

- Work/Task organisation/design

- Workload

- Human-Machine Interface Design

* Ergonomics Factors, Human Engineering Discrepancies in respect
of alarms, labels, feedback information, displays, control hardware,
etc.

* Factors causing ambiguity in the Human Machine Interface.

- Procedures

* Procedure Content

* Procedure Format

* Violation of Procedure

- Task Criteria

* Ambiguous/Unclear

- Inadequate Supervision/Inspection

* Lack of Supervisory Checks

- Communication Problems

- Improper/Unauthorised Operation

- Poor Skill, Inexperience/Novelty of Task

- Inadequate Training/Education

* Refresher Training

- Stress Factors

* Psychological
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Task Time

Task Load

Monotonousness of Task

Personal Factors

Character

Attitude

Emotional State

• Physiological

Fatigue

Pain

Hunger, Thirst

Temperature

Remarks

A Human Error Taxonomy of the kind outlined above can at best be indicative but not exhaustive. For
example, one can have errors caused by a factor tike boredom or even carelessness. Again one may encounter
what are called "forced errors" which occur when the demands of a given task exceed the physical or mental
capabilities of the human.
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HUMAN ERROR TAXONOMY

1
CATEGORIES TYPES

|

Mistakes
Error of
Intention

Slips
Error of
Execution

External
Error Mode
(Error in Action

Response)

- Error of
Omission

- Error of
Commission

-Extraneous
Act

"1
AN

HUMAN

0 MODES

Internal
Error Mode
(Error in Cogni-
tive Response)

- Misdetection
- Misinterpretation
- Misdiagnosis
- Decision Error

iRROR

MECHANISMS
(PEMs)

1
1

Process/Mechanisms
Internal to Human
- Attentional Failure
- Memory Failure

- Misdiagnosis
- Misperception
- Stereotype Takeover
- Spatial Misorientation
- Indecision
- Uncertainty
- Invoking a short cut
- Rule Violation

CAUSES
(Connote PSFs)

I
1

- Work/Task Complexity
- Work/ Task Organisation
- Workload
- HM1 Design - Ergonomics

-Procedures
- Inadequate Supervision/

Inspection
- Communication Problems
- Improper/Unauthorised

Operation
- Poor Skill/ Inexperience
- Novelty of Task
- Training
- Stress

- Psychological
- Physiological
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APPENDIX-2

SAMPLE HUMAN ERROR REPORTING FORM
AND CODE LISTS
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PLANT HUMAN ERROR REPORTING FORM
ATOMIC POWER STATION

UNIT FORM SERIAL NO.

A. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

BRIEF DETAILS
PLANT STATUS

PRIOR AFTER
SHUTDOWN
STARTUP

POWER OPN.
REDUCED POWER

OFF NORMAL
NO. OF TIMES THE PROBLEM
HAS OCCURRED PREVIOUSLY
PERSONNEL INVOLVED
NOS. FROM PERSONNEL LIST
CONTINUOUS DUTY HOURS PUT IN
PRIOR TO EVENT OCCURRENCES
DATE TIME OF

OCCURRENCE

B. HUMAN ERROR DATA
RELEVANT INDICATIONS PRIOR TO
HUMAN ACTION

1. AUDIO/VISUAL 2. VISUAL DISPLAY
ALARM

WINDOW,

CRT

INDICATING
METER
DPM
STATUS INDICATOR
LAMP/LED
CRT
RECORDER

3. OTHER
(Specify)

TYPES OF ACTIVITY
NOS. FROM ACTIVITY LIST
LOCATION OF ACTIVITY
NOS. FROM LOCATION LIST

TIME AVAILABLE FOR
ACTIVITY
NOS. FROM TIME LIST
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TYPE OF HUMAN ERROR
NOS. FROM ERROR TYPE LIST
MODE OF HUMAN ERROR
NOS. FROM ERROR MODE LIST

CAUSE OF HUMAN ERROR
NOS. FROM ERROR CAUSE LIST
EFFECT OF HUMAN ERROR
1. IMMEDIATE,
2. DELAYED
(space for additional information, if any)

SYSTEMS AFFECTED
USI NUMBERS
TYPE OF RECOVERY
1. ERROR ALARMED
2. SUPERVISORY CHECK
3. REGULAR CHECK
4. POST MAINTENANCE TEST
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT

FILLED BY
TECH. ENGR.

ISSUED BY
TSS

CHECKED BY
SENIOR
TECH.ENGR.
APPROVED BY
SORC

C. ANALYSIS OF HUMAN ERROR
(Not to be filled by the station)

HUMAN ERROR PROBABILITY

PERFORMANCE SHAPING FACTOR

RECOVERY FACTOR
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PERSONNEL LIST

CODE

1CM

1AM

TCF

1AF

2M

2F

3M

3F

4M

4F

5

6MC
M
6MCF

6MM
M
6MMF

6ME

6MS

7

PERSONNEL

CONTROL OPERATOR - MAIN

AREA OPERATOR - MAIN

CONTROL OPERATOR - FUEL

AREA OPERATOR - FUEL

CONTROL ENGINEER - MAIN

CONTROL ENGINEER - FUEL

AREA ENGINEER - MAIN

AREA ENGINEER - FUEL

ASSISTANT SHIFT CHARGE ENGINEER (ASCE) -
MAIN
ASSISTANT SHIFT CHARGE ENGINEER (ASCE) -
FUEL
SHIFT CHARGE ENGINEER (SCE) - MAIN

MAINTENANCE CONTROL - MAIN

MAINTENANCE CONTROL - FUEL

MAINTENANCE MECHANICAL - MAIN

MAINTENANCE MECHANICAL - FUEL

MAINTENANCE ELECTRICAL

MAINTENANCE SERVICES

OTHER (EXPLAIN)
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ACTIVITY LIST

CODE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

ACTIVITY
OBSERVATION/MONITORING
OPERATION/EXECUTION/CONTROL
MAINTENANCE
TESTING
CHECKING
INCIDENT/ACCIDENT RESPONSE
OTHER (EXPLAIN)

ERROR TYPE LIST

CODE
1
2

3
4
5
6

ERROR TYPE
OMISSION
TRANSPOSITION

INAPROPRIATE ACTION
ADVANCED ACTION
DELAYED ACTION
OTHER (EXPLAIN)

ERROR MODE LIST

CODE
1
2

3
4
5
6

ERROR MODE
DETECTION
INTERPRETATION,
DIAGNOSIS
DECISION
ACTION
COMMUNICATION
OTHER (EXPLAIN)

TIME LIST

CODE
1
2
3
4
5
6

TIME
< 1 MINUTE
< 5 MINUTES
< 10 MINUTES
< 30 MINUTES
< 60 MINUTES
> 60 MINUTES
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LOCATION LIST

CODE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

LOCATION
CONTROL ROOM
CONTROL EQUIPMENT ROOM
TURBINE BUILDING
REACTOR BUILDING ACCESSIBLE AREA
REACTOR BUILDING SHUT DOWN ACCESSIBLE AREA
SERVICE BUILDING
FUELLING MACHINE VAULT
MCC & SWITCH GEAR AREA
SWITCH YARD
PUMP HOUSE
UPGRADING PLANT
DM PLANT
OTHER (EXPLAIN)
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ERROR CAUSE LIST

CODE
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

11
12

13
14

ERROR CAUSE
COMPLEXITY OF WORK
WORK ORGANISATION
WORK STATION DESIGN
PROCEDURE CONTENT (INADEQUATE PROCEDURE)
PROCEDURE FORMAT
PROCEDURE NOT FOLLOWED
UNCLEAR TASK CRITERIA
INADEQUATE SUPERVISION OR INSPECTION
IMPROPER OR UNAUTHORISED OPERATION
OR MAINTENANCE
POOR SKILL, INEXPERIENCE, INADEQUATE
TRAINING OR EDUCATION
HARDWARE PROBLEMS
PERSONAL (PHYSIOLOGICAL OR PSYCHOLOGICAL
CAUSES)
COMMUNICATION
OTHER (EXPLAIN)
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Appendix -3

DATA FIELDS IN THE STANDARD IAEA FORMAT

The data fields in the standard IAEA Format are:

(i) Plant Identification

The facility at which the data was generated (e.g. PHWR, BWR at )

(ii) Plant Status

Status of the plant at the time of the incident (both pre-event and post-event) is recorded
(e.g. power operation, startup, shutdown, etc.)

(iii) Event and Task (Activity) Description

A description of the event covering details of the task being performed at the time of the incident
including time tagged information.

(iv) Human Interaction Type

Human Interaction categorised as per the IAEA safety practice terminology as A, B, or C.

(v) Error Description

To cover the what, when and where of the error occurrence.

(vi) Equipment/Controls

Equipment/Controls that were directly manipulated and/or were affected? Description of the
manner of manipulation when the error occurred.

(vii) Location

To indicate the environment/ location in the plant where the error occurred, e.g. control room,
reactor building, accessible/shutdown accessible areas, turbine building, service building, etc.

(viii) Performance Shaping Factors (PSFs)

PSFs are human factors of the work situation which influence and affect HEP. Examples are
pressure of time (or time stress), inadequacy in procedure, ergonomics of the HMI,
communication, operator training, etc. The database or its supporting documentation must
include an indication of the relative significance of different PSFs. A suitable taxonomy of
PSFs, selected on the basis of a review of existing taxonomies, is to be incorporated into the
data collection scheme.

(ix) External Error Mode (EEM)

EEM refers to the external form or nature of the error. A suitable taxonomy for the EEM is to be
chosen. Error of omission, error of commission and extraneous act are the three main forms
of error manifestation. Each of the main forms has a set of subtypes associated with it

(x) Psychological Error Mechanisms (PEMs)

PEMs refer to the internal failures of the human in the human-process environment. A proper
taxonomy of the PEMs is required to be included in the data collection scheme. Examples of
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common PEMs are attentional failure, cognitive overload ( due to pressure of quantity of
information and/ or lack of time), memory failure, misdiagnosis. contravention of rules and
stereo type takeover. PEMs and PSFs are related and provide insight into how the human
error occurred and how the HEP in respect of a given error could be reduced.

(ix) Data Origin

Data origin refers to the source of data e.g. plant operating experience, simulator, expert
judgement. It provides information or whether the data has been manipulated before its entry
into the database.

(xii) Nominal HEP

Defined as the mean HEP

(siii) Model

If the data has been either derived or modified using a model, then the model as well as the
extrapolation method are indicated.

(xiv) Uncertainty Bounds (UCBs)

These are the UCBs of the HEP. The fifth and the ninety fifth percentile values are indicated,

(xv) Reference Source and Data Pedigree or Data Lineage

The reference document is indicated and the genealogy of data (quality, validation status,
reason for generation and manner of use) are to be given.
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Appendix - 4

HRA IN CANDU NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS AND DATA USED FOR HRA

For over two decades HRA has been a part of the PSA of CANDU nuclear power plants. Human
Reliability Analysis and Probabilistic Safety Assessment results have provided feedback to designers and
operators. Early CANDU-HRA concentrated on the diagnosis of events by control room personnel. The
alarms following plant events were reviewed and available times to respond to the alarm cues were
estimated. HEPs for failure of control room crew to correctly diagnose the event were assigned one of
three values ( 1, 0.1 and 0.01) differing by an order of magnitude. For critical event diagnosis activity,
HEP values assigned in CANDU-HRA are higher than those in NUREG/ CR-3010 and NUREG/ CR-
1278, over almost the entire range of values of time available for diagnosis. Work situation influences are
also taken into account in the quantification. The HEPs are increased by a factor of 10 when:

* a situation does not result in directly useful (cueing) alarms

* the analysis assumes a prior operator error in the incident / accident sequence

Being simple, the CANDU-HRA approach results in consistency in HRA carried out by different system
analysis.

Some improvements were effected in later CANDU-HRA methods. The improvements include
the following.

(i) For pre-incident human unreliability involved in maintenance, test and calibration, a basic HEP
of 0.001 is used with PSFs and Recovery Factors (RFs) used to modify it.

(ii) Post-incident human interaction was separated into diagnosis and execution phases. HEPs for
failure to diagnose correctly remained as before. Failure to execute positive corrective action (as
dictated by diagnosis) is assigned a HEP = 0.0001 times the number of individual control actions
required.

Later, as a further improvement, a Human Interaction Taxonomy, that forms the basis for identification
and quantification of human reliability, was used. Human Interactions are grouped into Simple and
Complex interactions.

Simple interactions are grouped into:

* Component Disability

Component left in incorrect state

a. post maintenance
b. post test

c. post normal operation

and not detected

• Component Failure

Not detected by direct indication in normal operation
Complex Interactions are divided into Class I interactions, involving Disability and Failure
Detection interactions, and Class II interactions involving the Post-incident Event interactions.
Complex interactions are outlined below:
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Class I

* Disability

a. of System/Subsystem
b. of Non Simple Component
c. of Multiple Redundant Components

all left in incorrect state after maintenance or test or during normal operation and
not detected

* Failure Detection

No response to failed system/ component by interpretation of displays during
routine operations.

Class H

• Post - Initiating Event Interactions

Required action not taken and not detected

Required action taken incorrectly (too soon/ too late/ out of sequence/ to too
little or too much an extent) and not detected

Action taken when not required or called for and not detected

- Component/ subsystem/ system prevented from functioning in error
- Component/ subsystem/ system caused to function in error.

Quantification of Human Reliability

Ready reference HEP tables have been developed for both simple and complex interactions. The
development is discussed below.

Simple Interactions

Simple interactions occur during routine plant operations in which the task conditions and procedures are
known and generic methods can be developed for simple human interactions.

A basic (unmodified) HEP is estimated from plant experience for each simple human interaction. The
basic HEP is to be modified to take into account:

a. the location where the human interaction occurred
b. whether control room devices are available to permit the operator to detect error and recover

from it
c. whether error niighl be detected by plant walk around or main control room panel checks.

The modification of the basic HEP, to take into account the above factors is discussed below.

Location of the Human Interactions

As the environment becomes more difficult to work in, there is increased chance of error and location of
human interaction becomes more important. The error probability from Main Control Room to Field and
to Radiation Area increases by a multiplying factor.
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Indicating Devices

The error probability is to be adjusted for the kind of indicating devices available. The error/ failure can
be detected by directly indicating devices in the Main Control Room. Devices can include window
alarms. CRT alarms, CRT displays, DPMs, recorders and indicating lamps. The absence of an indicator of
any kind would call for no modification at all of the HEP. HEP can be adjusted for more than one device.

Inspection ,

The Inspection Factor takes into account the probability that the period of unavailability of an equipment/
system between error occurrence and discovery by inspection could be significant. By estimating the
average time between manipulations/ failures, the corrective inspection multiplier can be calculated from
empirically derived equations for detection through window/ CRT alarm in Main Control Room (MCR),
without an alarm of any kind in MCR, field walkaround and also none of these.

Complex Interactions ( Post - Initiating Event)

Human errors that can occur in post initiating event human interactions include required actions not taken
and not detected (errors of omission ) and required actions taken incorrectly ( errors of commission )
which also are not detected.

The need to perform a task is based on detect on of a component/ system failure and / or diagnosis of an
event requiring corrective / mitigating actions.

The technique of preliminary quantification considers three dimensions as important determinants of error
probability: task characteristics, quality of indications and available ume. Combining the three, 48
combinations were arrived at. Quantification therefore involves determining the nature of the task along
the three dimensions and looking up an error probability value.

The three determinants are discussed below.

Task Characteristics

The more complex the task, the more likely it is that errors will be made. The tasks are classified into
three levels

Level 1 Uncomplicated routine operations performed on a regular basis
Procedure with checkoff
Timing of steps unimportant
Strong feedback on successful completion

Level 2 More complex multiple actions performed infrequently but well documented /
part of simulator training
Timing of steps may be important
Feedback of successful completion may be unclear

Level 3 Rarely performed/ never performed actions
Operator may not liave been trained
Operator knowledge required for diagnosis of abnormal condition and
performing mitigating actions
Feedback may be confusing /absent

Quality of Indication

The quality of indications affects detection / diagnosis of the event. Indications can be grouped into four
classes.

Class 1: Unambiguous indications in the Main Control Room allowing diagnosis
without analysis
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Class 2: Indications for which the cause can be one of many and for which
interpretation is required to isolate the cause

Class 3: Unclear indications which inform the operator of deviance but nature of the
problem is not easily determined from the available information (which may
mislead)

Class 4: No indication available in the Control Room. The operator does not detect the
deviant condition.

Time Available for Action

There are four classes of this determinant

Class 1:

Class 2:

Class 3:

Class 4:

Unrestricted time

Time more than required

Time nearly equal to that required

Time less than required

For actions taken unnecessarily i.e. when not required, a preliminary value of 1 is recommended. A
quantification with real screening potential is difficult as these human interactions cannot be

associated with a known sequence of events. Quantification is deferred until later when more is
known of the context.

NOTE

The above is exiracted from the document " Bruce A. Risk Analysis Fault Tree Guide, December, 1989
in C.W. Gordon's A Course on System Reliability using the Fault Tree Method"

Given below are two tables, which figure, in the above document. Table I for Preliminary
Quantification for Simple Human Interactions and Table II for Preliminary Quantification for Complex
Human Interactions.
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Pickering NGS - Preliminary Quantification for Simple Human Interactions

Group Interaction Description
None

I (a) Component left
in incorrect state
following maintenance
(and not detected)

I(b) Component left
in incorrect state
following testing
(and not detected)

l(c) Component left
in incorrect state
following normal
operation
(and not delected)

II Component / system
failure not detected
from direct indications
in MCR

Unmodified
HEP

020

.019

.110

1

MCR

L-l

1

1

1

.1

Field Rad Area

L=2 L=3

2 4

2 4

1 2

- -

(up to 2 may be credited if applicable)
Annunc Window Other

D=l

5

.3

.1

.05

D=2

8

.7

.5

.5

D=3

1

1

1

I

Inspection Factor

1F=1

Means of detection

MCR alarm summary at shift change
(window or CRT alarms)

failure

maintenance

IF=2

IF=3

1F=4

MCR indications at sluft change
(but no alarms)

Field walkaround inspection

None

1F=5 MCR written panel check at shift change .014 + ^25
T

Inspection Multiplier

3A
.044+ T For Group I interactions.

T is the maintenance interval,
JJ2 or the test interval or the

.54 + T interval between normal
operations, in days.

L7
. 13 + T For Group II interactions,

T is the average expected time,
1 in days, until discovery of the

via an identifiable test or

activity.

The Inspection Multiplier is of the form : p + (1 - p) N
7

where p is the probability that the error or failure will not be detected.by the means
specified; and w.here the second term is necessary to account for the lime delay involved in
taking credit for detection at the lime of shift change or routine field inspection. This delay
( N ) is 'unavailable' time, and its effect must be included since the HEP estimate is
normally used to provide an unavailability figure.

Modified HEP = Unmodified HEP x Location PSF x MCR Detection (up to 2 multipliers) x Inspection Multiplier (1
only)
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PRELIMINARY POST-IE QUANTIFICATION

Time

Typel

familiar)

Type 2

complexity

familiarity)

Type 3

complex

unfamiliar)

II
12
13
14

(Duality of

Indication
(straightforward

Quality of

Indication

Quality of

Indication

11
12

13

14

11
12

13

14

11
12

13

14

Tl
0.003
0.027

0.15

1.0

0.007
0.05

1.0

0.007
0.05

1.0

T2.
0.003
0.027

0.15

1.0

0.007
0.05

1.0

0.007
0.05

1.0

LEGEND

T3
0.006
0.054

0.30

1.0

0.014
0.10

1.0

0.035
0.25

1.0

T4
1.0
1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0
1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0
1.0

1.0

1.0

Task

and/or

Task

(average

and

Task

(very

or

Unambiguous indication. Tl
Interpretation required. T2
Unclear indication. T3
No indication. T4

Time available is unrestricted.
Time available is more than time required.
Time available is about equal to time required.
Time available is less than time required.
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Appendix - 5

Cases of Repeated Human Error - Calculation of HEPs

The five cases of reported human error considered in Section 9.2 are discussed below along with
quantification in terms of HEPs. In calculating the figure for the number of opportunities for error, the

availability factors for the units in the station have been considered in conjunction with other data.

Error Case : Reported Error in Maintenance

Oil soaked mineral wool insulation surrounding a pipeline (close to a Primary Heat Transport System
(PHTS) circulating pump) caught fire. The insulation it was surmised must have soaked in oil due to spillage
during makeup of oil in pump motor bearing or leakage from the bearing (as the oil gets siphoned out) during
pump operation. The oil in the pump bowl attains high temperature in operation and this must have caused the
oil soaked insulation to calch fire. The error is one of careless makeup of bearing oil with the cause being an
improperly carried out maintenance action. This error occurred twice in the station during a period of nine years
Since makeup of bearing oil is carried out once every month the number of opportunities lor error in the station
is estimated to be 1760. The HHP is therefore completed to be 0.001

Error Case: Repeated Error in Operation

During startup of a unit the deuterium concentration of cover gas in the calandria went above the
technical specification limit and the reactor had to be shutdown. The reason was that the moderator purification
was not kept continuously on during startup from cold. It was kepi on intermittently in order to prevent leaching
out of boron when power level reached 0.1 % FP or greater. As the conductivity recorder indicated conductivity
at the Ion-Exchanger inlet to be off scale, sample analysis of deuterium concentration was done at intervals
The error made was the omission to keep moderator purification continuously on during startup from cold
shutdown state. Error has been ascribed to uncertainty about the consequences of the action/faulty judgement
This error has occurred twice in the station. As the number of startups from cold shutdown state has been
estimated to be 400, the HEP works out to be 0.005.

Error Case: Repeated Error in Testing

A transposition error or slip error was made causing unintentional isolation and draining of a lube oil
pressure switch in the Turbine-Generator (TG) system. The intention was to carry out the TG Lube Oil Pump
"auto start" test. The error is attributed to atlentional failure. The same error has occurred twice in the station
Since the TG lube oil pump "auto start" test is carried out once every week when the station units arc operating,
the number of times this test would have been carried out in the station concerned (i e. the number of
opportunities for error) is estimated to be 800. The HEP is therefore computed to be ~ 0.0025.

Error Case : Repeated Error in Testing

The error is a transposition or slip error committed during the Biweekly testing of the Reactor Protection
System. Since the same error has occurred in both the stations for which data nave been collected (twice in
IPHWR1 and thrice in 1PHWR2) the quantification can consider both the stations together The test is carried
out once the reactor is critical and the Primary Heat Transport System is pressurised with the circulating pumps
operating. The number of opportunities for error is estimated to be of the order of 2000 The HEP for the error
(for both the stations taken together) is estimated to be 0.0025.
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